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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to determine if the choice of winning fiction titles by
Iowa teens in the Iowa Teen Award Competition reflect developmental role models. This
study was a content analysis using the Havighurst Tasks of Adolescence as categories to
record the frequency of the occurrence of developmental tasks by main characters of the
Iowa Teen Award Winners and Runnersup, 1984-1994. The research findings of this
study showed that today's Iowa Teen Award winners and contenders reflected all of
Havighurst' s Developmental Tasks. It fmther showed that the developmental tasks
attempted or accomplished by the main characters in the Iowa Teen Award books were
directly related to the themes of the books.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
A consensus exists among educators concerning the influence of books on young
adult readers. Rosenblatt (1983) believes that the experience of interacting with literature is
a form of intense personal activity that gives the reader insight into his own nature and self
understanding.
Whether young adults are reading for inner meaning or enjoying a story for
recreation, they seek to read about adolescent characters who experience much the same
problems and challenges as they (Donnelson and Nilsen, 1989).
Many teenagers, however, put a low priority on reading. Many are involved, not
only with schoolwork, but a vast number of extracurricular activities, work, and social
activities. Teenagers have many concerns - developing values and forming opinions,
keeping up with the increasing demands of school, making and keeping friends, attempting
independence, dealing with physical changes, and staying cmTent with the latest in fashion
styles, entertainment and music. These are only a portion of the activities that occupy the
time and attention of the young adult (International Reading Association, 1992).
"If books are to have meaning, they must be related to the young person's personal

and social needs. These needs have been desc1ibed as tasks which must be accomplished if
a person is to grow from a dependent child to an independent adult" (Carlsen, 1971, p.
10).

Researchers have studied the influence of books on adolescent readers. Hanna
(1964) conducted a study that demonstrates that reading about the experiences of others
allows internal role playing which contributes to the formation of a sense of self.
Developing a sense of self is a major task of the Havighurst's developmental theory.
The developmental tasks that a teenager must accomplish in order to function in
society as a mature person were formulated by Robert J. Havighurst, educator and
psychologist. Havighurst was a professor of education and human development at the
University of Chicago for more than four decades. He was a researcher, educator,
administrator and author who developed a psychosocial theory of adolescence (Neugarten,
1993). Havighurst's Tasks of Adolescence have repeatedly been used in research as
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categories for content analysis. Rice (1990) explains Havighurst' s theory:
Havighurst developed a psychosocial theory of adolescence by combining
consideration of individuals and needs with societal demands. What individuals
need and society demands constitute the developmental tasks. They are the skills,
knowledge, functions, and attitudes that individuals have to acquire at certain points
in their lives through physical maturation, social expectations, and personal effort.
Mastery of the tasks at each stage of development results in adjustment and
preparation for the harder tasks ahead. Mastery of adolescent tasks results in
maturity. Failure to master the adolescent tasks results in anxiety, social
disapproval, and inability to function as a mature person (P. 101).
Havighurst's eight major tasks of adolescence follow.
1. Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of
both sexes
2.

Achieving a masculine or feminine social role

3.

Accepting one's physique and using the body effectively

4. Achieving emotional independence of parents and other
adults
5.

Preparing for an economic career

6.

Preparing for marriage and family life

7.

Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior

8. Acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a guide
to behavior
developing an ideology (Havighurst, 1972, pp. 4582).

D' Angelo (1989a) classified the tasks into three levels: the establishment of
autonomy and social context (low level tasks, 1-3); practical skills and psychosocial and
psychosexual development (mid-level tasks, 4-6); and future orientation and abstract
philosophies (high-level tasks, 7-8) (pp. 224-225).
The Iowa Teen Book Award Program, sponsored by the Iowa Educational Media
Association, makes the job of encouraging adolescents to read less of a challenge. The
Iowa Teen Award is unique in that it gives early teens, grades six through nine, an
opportunity to choose the book to receive the award and to suggest books for the yearly
Master List.
"The Iowa Teen Award belongs to students. Not only do Iowa teens determine
each year's winner, they also nominate the books from which the next year's Master List.
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will be chosen" (Osterhaus, 1996).
The purpose of the Iowa Teen Book Award program is to encourage
students to read more and better books, to discriminate in choosing
worthwhile books, to provide an avenue for positive dialog between
teachers, parents, and students about books and authors, and to give
recognition to those who write books for early teens. (Iowa
Educational Media Association, n.d.)
The Iowa Teen Award winning books and runners-up are therefore some of the
most popular titles with Iowa teens and are considered by them to represent the best books
for teens. It would be significant to determine if the adolescent main characters in these
books accomplish the tasks of adolescence that Havighurst described and thus reflect
developmental role models for Iowa teens.
Purpose of Study
The Iowa Teen Award winning books and runners-up reflect the choices of the
young adult reader. The purpose of this study was to determine if the choice of the readers
also reflect developmental role models.
Researchers have analyzed adolescent literature for the presence of developmental
tasks. De Angelo (1989a) applied the developmental task theory in the content analysis of
ten novels. She modified Havighurst's tasks of adolescence by grouping them into three
levels: low-level tasks (tasks 1-3) - the establishment of autonomy; mid-level tasks (tasks
4-6) - psychosocial and psychosexual development; and high-level tasks (tasks 7-8) future orientation.
This study analyzed the Iowa Teen Award winning books in light of Havighurst' s
developmental tasks as modified by D'Angelo's groups.
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Problem Statement
To what rates or levels do the adolescent main characters in the Iowa Teen Award
fiction reflect Havighurst's Developmental Tasks of Adolescence?
Hypotheses

1: Seventy-five percent or more of the adolescent developmental tasks experienced
by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo low level tasks.
2: Fifty to seventy-four percent of the adolescent developmental tasks experienced
by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo mid level tasks.
3: Forty-nine percent or fewer of the adolescent developmental tasks experienced
by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo high level tasks.
Definitions
For the purpose of this study the terms "adolescent", "teenager", and "young adult"
refer to that period between childhood and adulthood characterized by significant physical,
social, emotional, and intellectual development and growth. The age range of adolescence
is approximately between the ages of twelve and eighteen.
"Main character" applies to any of the novel's fictional characters on which the
novel's plot is centered. A novel may have more than one main character.
"Developmental tasks of adolescence" refers to the tasks fo1mulated by Robert J.
Havighurst (1972) in Developmental Tasks and Education. Havighurst's theory of the
tasks of adolescence combines several previously developed concepts. Havighurst's
theory of developmental tasks is widely accepted in the fields of education and psychology.
"Iowa Teen Award Fiction" refers to fiction on the Iowa Teen Award Master List.
"Developmental role model" refers to a main character in Iowa Teen Award Fiction
who reflects successful attempt or achievement of the developmental tasks of adolescence
and thus provides psychologically realistic characterizations of adolescents in conflict to
meet the developmental needs and interests of the reader.
"Iowa Teen Award Master List" refers to a list of books nominated by young Iowa
teens to be included in the book award competition. The books that are nominated to be
included on the list are read and checked in reviewing sources by the Iowa Teen Award
Master List Committee. Each title to be included on the master list must be reviewed in at
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least one reviewing source. Selection criteria include that books chosen for the master list
are those published within the last three years. Titles are fiction or nonfiction, with a wide
range of interests and reading levels appropriate for students in grades
six through nine. No textbooks are included. Except for the winning title,
books may be repeated on the master list in succeeding years. The number
of books on the master list will be flexible with a minimum of fifteen and a
maximum of twenty-five for any year. (IEMA, n.d.)
"Iowa Teen Award Winner" refers to the novel receiving the most votes in the Iowa
Teen Award competition.
Significance of the Study
The Iowa Teen Award winning books and rnnnersup reflect the choice of Iowa
teens and are considered by them to represent the best books for teens. It was significant to
determine if the adolescent main characters in these books accomplish the tasks of
adolescence and reflect developmental role models for Iowa teens.
Assumptions
There were some basic assumptions in this study. It was assumed that the portrayal
of adolescent main characters as developmental role models is significant and that
adolescents are interested in reading about other adolescents who experience many of the
same challenges and problems as they. It was a~sumed that the Iowa Teen Award Master
List titles would be of sufficient quality to make this a useful study. It was also assumed
that the researcher would be able to recognize examples and descriptions of developmental
tasks.
Limitations
The researcher limited this study to adolescent main characters.
The researcher limited this study to fiction books on the Iowa Teen Award Master
List. Master List books were limited by Iowa Teen Award Selection C1iteria to those
which have been published within the last three years, with a wide range of interests and
reading levels appropriate for students in grades six through nine, that have high literary
quality, and have been reviewed in at least one reviewing sources.
The researcher limited this study to the three fiction books receiving the most votes,
1984-1994.
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Chapter 2
The Literature Review
This literature review is divided in to three major areas: adolescence, the
importance ofreading young adult literature, and the Iowa Teen Award Program.
Adolescence
Adolescence has been defined in a number of ways. Holmes (1995) explains one
definition.
Adolescence is the second decade of life, between the ages of 10 and 20,
when a person goes through the biological, psychological, and social
changes necessary to prepare them to successfully meet the challenges of the
next stage of development, namely early adulthood. (p. 20)
Adolescence is usually thought of as the period between childhood and adulthood
that is characterized by significant physical, emotional, social, and intellectual development
and growth. The age range of adolescence is considered to be the period between the ages
of twelve and eighteen. Sometimes the term "teenager" is used synonymously with the
terms adolescent and young adult.
Rice summarizes the various themies that contribute to the understanding of
adolescence. Gesell's biological theory is based on the idea that the appearance of the
developmental stages of maturation and behavioral traits is determined by genetic and
biological composition. Abilities and skills happen without training and with disregard to
environmental factors (Rice, 1990). Sigmund and Anna Freud's theory of adolescent
development stresses sexual and psychic drives and needs (Freud, 1946). Eric Erickson's
theory of adolescent development expands on Freud's theory, attaching importance to ego
identity and self awareness (Erickson, 1968). Another theory of adolescence concentrates
on the developmental concerns of adolescence. These concerns refer to the areas in an
adolescent's life in which important decisions need to be made, demanding much of the
adolescent's attention and sometimes causing anxiety and stress. The concerns are called
developmental because they occur in a typical sequence. This sequence may occur at
different ages for different individuals. This concept of adolescence is based on Robert J.
Havighurst's "developmental task" theory (Waterman, 1985).
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Havighurst (1972) defined a developmental task:
A task which arises at or about a certain period in the life of an individual.
successful achievement of which leads to his happiness and to success with
later tasks, while failure leads to unhappiness in the individual, disapproval
by the society, and difficulty with later tasks. (p. 2)
Havighurst' s theory contended that there are c1itical points in development at which
individuals are most sensitive to and successfully achieve these tasks.
Havighurst described the developmental ta5ks as:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

achieving new and more mature relations with peers
achieving a masculine or feminine social role
accepting one's physique and using the body effectively
achieving emotional independence of parents and other adults
preparing for marriage and family life
preparing for an economic career
acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a guide to behavior
desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior (pp. 45-82).

Adolescents attempt to achieve a sense of identity through the stages of their
development. At the same time they are growing physically, socially, intellectually, and
emotionally. There are certain developmental tasks to be accomplished in passing
successfully through adolescence into adulthood and in becoming a responsible adult.
The literature of adolescence, its characters and themes, can have a major influence
on the values and attitudes of the young adult reader and influence the accomplishment of
the developmental tasks (Carlsen, 1971).
Havighurst' s Developmental Tasks of Adolescence have been used as the categories
in the research design of content analysis in many studies of literature, and as the basis for
research in the area of psychology. For example, Mildred Nitzberg (1980) conducted a
study to develop a Q-sort instrument which would serve the researcher as a tool for
investigating the priorities adolescent5 place on their developmental tasks. The eight
developmental tasks of Havighurst served as the basis for the initial instrument.

The Importance of Reading Young Adult Literature
In order that books be meaningful to young adults, they must be related to the
young person's personal and social needs. "These needs have been described as tasks
which must be accomplished if a person is to grow from a dependent child to an
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independent adult" (Carlsen, 1971, p. 10).
Carlsen goes on to say that literature helps to pave the path that adolescents travel to
maturity.
Literature has always held up a mirror for the reader to see himself sharply
and clearly. Literature, by its very nature, is selective and suggests
integrations, connections, insights into experience, and values which the
individual might not otherwise find for himself. (p. 13)
Several researchers have studied adolescent literature for the presence of
developmental tasks. (Bleich 1978) conducted a study entitled "A Study of the
Psychological and Social Characte1istics of Adolescence in Adolescent Literature, 19451975". The purpose of the study was to dete1mine if the "New Realism" in adolescent
literature provided a more realistic picture of the psychological and social characteristics of
adolescents than did the earlier forms of the genre. A purposive sampling of novels from
lists of the most popular adult fiction was made. The sample was small and consisted of
five popular novels written before 1960 and five popular novels written after that date. A
content analysis was conducted to determine themes of identity and the social roles of
adolescents portrayed by adolescent protagonists. Havighurst' s Developmental Tasks of
Adolescence were the categories used for the analysis. The analysis examined the extent to
which: the protagonist actively demonstrated processes of identity formation; social roles
were imposed or actively selected and pursued by the protagonist; and adults controlled
adolescent defining processes and social roles.
Bleich's content analysis revealed that the five novels published since 1960
presented more realistic psychological po11raits of the entire range of adolescent
developmental tasks and more accurate po1trayals of the identity forming processes with
which the adolescents were engaged than the novels published prior to 1960. The novels
published after 1960 began to address later developmental tasks dealing with value systems
and socially responsible behavior important to the older adolescent.
The study concluded that it is impmtant for literature to provide psychologically
realistic characterizations of adolescents and conflict in order to meet the various
developmental needs and interest<; of the reader. It also concluded that teachers should be
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familiar with the characteristics of adolescent development in order to select and
recommend literature that promotes adolescent growth.
D' Angelo (1989a) also studied developmental tasks in adolescent literature,
specifically in regard to the female protagonist. She used content analysis and
Havighurst's developmental tasks as a basis for analysis. The purpose of this study was to
examine the developmental tasks achieved by female protagonists. Ten books by female
American authors composed the small sample of fictional works. The ten books in the
sample were award winners between 1945 and 1985. The books featured a primary female
character in an American setting. D' Angelo modified Havighurst' s tasks to specifically
describe female protagonists and classified the tasks into categories of low-level
(establishment of autonomy), mid-level (psychosocial and psychosexual development), and
high-level (future orientation) tasks. Three episodes were randomly selected from the
beginning, middle, and end of each book and coded for the presence or absence of attempt
or achievement of the tasks by the female protagonists.
The study revealed that the p1imary female characters of the novels from the pre1971 group attempted or achieved only lower level tasks which demonstrate self-concern
and peer relationships. The primary female characters in the post-1980 group attempted or
achieved tasks of practical and abstract skills involving planning for the future. The study
concluded that the primary female characters in the selected novels mirrored the
expectations of the young women of the time in which they were written. The study
recommended that teachers and librarians use literary selections which emphasize strong
positive female role models.
Bleich (1978) and D' Angelo (1989a) found that young adult literature written
within the last ten to twenty years reflects an accurate p01trayal of adolescent~ and their
concerns in achieving adulthood.
Compton and Skelton (1982) conducted a study designed to identify the fifteen
most popular realistic fiction books among middle school students in a representative
sample of 116 middle schools, and analyzed these books in terms of 26 problem concerns
of young adults. The problem concerns were developed by a panel of college professors
teaching courses in early adolescent development. The final list of problem concerns was
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subdivided into three categories: personal, intrafamily, and interpersonal concerns. A list
of current fiction books was simultaneously developed by college professors specializing in
children's literature. Books were selected according to the following criteria: publication
during the past fifteen years, main characters between the ages of ten and fourteen, and
written for the ten to fourteen year old age group. A total of seventy-seven books were
included in the final list. The list of books was mailed to one hundred and eighty-nine
library media specialists in middle schools throughout the United States. The number of
schools drawn from each state was in direct proportion to the total number of middle
schools identified in a national survey. Schools were representative of various population
areas. A total of one hundred sixteen responses was received. From those responses, the
fifteen most popular books were selected. Using content analysis, the researchers
examined the novels to determine the propmtion of each novel devoted to the problemconcerns identified by the panel of professors. The researchers attempted to discover if
adolescents select books in which characters deal with problems common to their own.
Major findings of the study revealed that each of the problems novels studied dealt with the
identified problem-concerns. Since the books selected for the study were chosen based on
their popularity, the findings support the theory that adolescents do select books dealing
with problems common to their own lives. The researchers concluded that parents and
educators should become familiar with novels and the problems they convey to gain insight
into the concerns, needs and behavior of the adolescent. Books that deal with the concerns
of adolescents can be used in sessions dealing with human growth and development to
give young adults the opportunity to share some of their concerns about this stage of their
lives.
Roberts (1992) conducted a study to determine the incidence of certain
developmental tasks and readability levels of two types of young adult novels,
contemporary realistic fiction and formula romance novels written between 1985 and 1992.
A random sample of fifteen contemporary realistic novels was drawn from the publication
Best Books for Junior High Readers and a random sample from the "Sweet Dreams" series
of formula romance novels. Content analysis and Havighurst's Developmental Tasks of
Adolescence, using the classification scheme presented in D' Angelo (1989a) were used as a
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basis for this analysis. The literature was examined for the frequency of adolescent
developmental tasks and tested on readability using the Fry Index of Readability. Findings
supported existing research - young adult literature today focuses on themes of relevance to
adolescents and formula romance novels contain many elements considered necessary to
quality young adult literature.

The Iowa Teen Award Program
Latrobe and Casey (1990) reported that great interest has been shown in statesponsored readers' choice awards since the early 1980's. Young adult book award
programs were emerging by the late 1980's. The value of state-sponsored readers' choice
award programs for young adults is revealed in the goals of the sponsoring associations or
institutions:
that young people read "good books" (Indiana); that young people "become
aware of the qualities that make a good book" (Hawaii); that readers develop
an interest in "outstanding literature written primarily for them" (Arizona);
that they read "more books" (Texas); that they have the opportunity "to
express their feelings and ideas" (Michigan); that they have "an avenue for
positive dialogue between teacher, parent and children about books and
authors" (Iowa); that teacher involvement is encouraged (Arizona); that
"there is cooperation among administrators, librarians, and teachers in
broadening the reading programs" (Arizona); that "interaction between
public and school librarians is encouraged" (Minnesota); that readers may
"explore a variety of books" (Texas); that young people may "honor a
favorite book and its author" (California); that "recognition may be given to
those who write books for children and young people" (Florida); that
authors may be commended (Ohio); that reading may be promoted "for fun
and enjoyment" (New Hampshire); that the love of reading may be
encouraged (Utah); and that young people may read contemporary literature
and gain "an understanding of the human experience" (South Carolina).
(pp. 232-233)
State book award programs have proven to be a positive force connecting students with
books. Award programs make reading a high priority.
Iowa's Teen Award Program, sponsored by the Iowa Educational Media
Association, was developed in the early 1980's. It focuses on early Iowa teens in grades
six through nine and is designed "to motivate and stimulate the interest of young teens in
literature written primarily for them" (IEMA, n.d.) The purpose of the Iowa Teen Award
as stated in the Iowa Teen Award Committee Handbook follows:
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to encourage students to read more and better books; to discriminate in
choosing worthwhile books; to provide and avenue for positive dialogue
between teachers, parents, and students about books and authors; and to
give recognition to those who write books for early teens. (!EMA, n.d.)
The Iowa Teen Award is unique in that it gives early teens an opportunity to choose
the books to receive the award and to suggest books for the yearly Master List. Books
suggested by students for inclusion on the Master List must meet certain criteria.
They must have been published within the last three years. Titles are fiction
or nonfiction, with a wide range of interests and reading levels appropriate
for students in grades six through nine. No textbooks are included. Except
for the winning title, books may be repeated on the Master list in succeeding
years (Iowa Teen, 1994).
The Master List of titles recommended by the students is finalized by the Master
List Subcommittee. The Master List Subcommittee, whose members are school library
media specialists, completes a working list of titles from which the final Master List will be
selected. In the process of generating the Master List ineligible titles are weeded based on
the Master List criteria. All books on the Master List must have been reviewed in at least
one reviewing source. A selection of 15-25 Master List titles is made by the subcommittee.
The Master List of titles, brochures, masters for bookmarks, ballots, tally sheets, and
promotional ideas are sent to each pmticipation center in January. A year from that date, in
February, students vote for their favmite title using the ballot provided. Students must
have read at least three of the books on the Master List to be eligible to vote for the winner.
It is acceptable for students to read these themselves or to have heard them read. Media
adaptations are excluded. Students may not vote for any title they have not read. Voting is
conducted on ballots provided by each attendance center. At the time of voting,
suggestions for books to be included on the next year's Master List are submitted. Voting
results are sent to the Iowa Teen Award Chairperson. Votes are counted and the winner of
the Iowa Teen Award is determined. Results are sent to the fourteen Area Education
Agencies and their media contact people are encouraged to publicize the voting results.
The Iowa Teen Award winning author and/or publisher is informed and
invited to attend the Iowa Educational Media Association Sp1ing Conference
to receive the Iowa Teen Award (IEMA, n.d.).
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Summary
In summary, adolescence is the period between childhood and adulthood
characterized by significant physical, social, emotional, and intellectual growth and
development. It is a stage of life marked by certain developmental concern areas in which
important decisions must be made. Certain developmental tasks must be accomplished to
successfully pass from childhood into adulthood. The literature of adolescence, its
characters and themes, has an influence on the values and attitudes of the young adult
reader and in the accomplishment of these developmental tasks. State book award
programs have proven to be a positive force connecting adolescents with quality books.
The Iowa Teen Award Program is designed to encourage young teens to read quality young
adult literature through participation in a reader's choice award program. It is significant to
study the Iowa Teen Award Winners and runners-up to dete1mine their reflection of
developmental role models.
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CHAPTER3
Methodology
This study used the research design of content analysis to determine the presence or
absence of attempt or achievement of developmental tasks by the adolescent main characters
in each of the novels receiving the most votes in the Iowa Teen Award balloting , 19841994 ..
Research Design
Content analysis is defined as "a procedure designed to facilitate the objective
analysis of the appearance of words, phrases, concepts, themes, characters, or even
sentences and paragraphs in printed and audiovisual materials" (Busha and Harter, 1980,
p. 171). For content analysis to be effective as a research methodology, relevant
categories need to be formulated defining exactly the values, tasks, images, or concepts to
be investigated (Fraenkel and Wallen, 1993, p. 390). "Categories are established in regard
to the purpose)s) of a unique investigative problem" (Kerlinger, 1967, p. 606). 'The
"things" placed into categories of a document are called units; they are the individual
observations or measurements which ordinarily comprise the dependent variable of a
content analysis" (Busha and Harter, 1980, p. 172).
Content analysis is a research design method used to determine the accurate
representation of society, values, concerns, and role models in the books read by young
people. Bekkedal (1973) explains this.

If children do gain ideas and impressions about the world around them from
books they read, as is generally believed, it is surely important for adults to
know what kind of world the books portray. Content analysis can help to
provide a more comprehensive view of the contemporary world as it is
pictured in children's books. (p. 124)
Sample
The researcher selected a purposive sampling of the Iowa Teen Award Master List.
The sample was taken from the Iowa Teen Award Voting Results of the Master List
provided to the researcher by the Iowa Teen Award Chairperson. The sample consisted of
the award winner, and the second and third place runners-up of the Master List
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Books for each of the award years, 1984-1994. The first and third place fiction of 19921993 were selected for analysis. The second place title - Woodsong. a nonfiction
piece by Gary Paulsen, did not meet the fiction critetion of this study. The second, third,
and fourth place fiction of 1993-1994 were selected to be analyzed. The award winner of
that year, The Ryan White Story, was an autobiography and did not meet the fiction
critetion of this study.
Data Gatheting Instrument
Havighurst' s Developmental tasks of Adolescence were the categoties for
analysis. The developmental tasks were those developed by Robert J. Havighurst. They
included:
1. Achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates of both sexes
(i.e. to learn to work with others for a common purpose, disregarding
personal feelings. The most powerful single influence is the power of
group approval).

2. Achieving a masculine or feminine social role (i.e. to accept and learn a
socially approved adult masculine or feminine social role. The boy/girl
must accept the idea of becoming a man/woman).
3. Accepting one's physique and using the body effectively (i.e. to become
proud or at least tolerant of one's body; to use and protect one's body
effectively and with personal satisfaction).
4. Achieving emotional independence of parents and other adults (i.e. to
develop affection for parents without dependence on them; to develop
respect for older adults without dependence upon them).
5. Preparing for maniage and family life (i.e. to develop a positive attitude
toward family life and having children; to get the knowledge necessary for
home management and child reaiing).
6. Preparing for an economic career (i.e. to organize one's plans and
energies in such a way to begin an orderly career, to feel able to make a
living).
7. Acquiting a set of values and an ethical system as a guide to behavior -developing a personal ideology (i.e. to fo1m a set of values that are possible
for realization; to develop a conscious purpose of realizing these values).
8. Desiring and achieving socially responsible behavior (i.e. to develop a
social ideology; to participate as a responsible adult in the life of the
community, region and nation; to take account of the values of society in
one's personal behavior) (Havighurst 1972) (See Appendix A for concepts
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related to each task).
D' Angelo (1989a) classified the tasks into three levels: the establishment of
autonomy and social context (low level tasks, 1-3); practical skills and psychosocial and
psychosexual development (mid-level tasks, 4-6); and future orientation and abstract
philosophies (high-level tasks, 7-8) (pp. 224-225). This study used D' Angelo's
classification scheme.
Procedure
Havighurst's adolescent developmental tasks have been successfully used in
studying the content of young adult literature and can be considered relevant and valid
categories (Bleich, 1978; D' Angelo, 1989b; Robe1ts, 1992). Every occun-ence of a
developmental task experienced by the main character in each novel was recorded. Tasks
were counted each time they were recognized by the researcher. The recording unit was a
sentence or paragraph in which the developmental task was identified. The context unit
was the whole novel. The frequency of attempt or achievement of the developmental tasks
by adolescent main characters in each novel was examined. A method of measuring
content in literature is frequency. Frequency is a unit of measurement that has been
accepted as a valid indicator of impo1tance in desc1iptive and qualitative research (Holsti,
1969). Frequency implies that every occun-ence of a given category within the selected
novels is counted and each unit of content is accorded equal weight. This study examined
the incidence (or frequency) of adolescent developmental tac;;ks in the samples of the Iowa
Teen Award Master List. One limitation of frequency as a unit of measure is its inability to
control for the intensity or quality of the message being studied. It simply counts the
number of occurrences without any attempt to analyze the reasons behind the frequency or
the degree of intensity that might exist in the vaiious occun-ences.
The researcher read each novel at least twice to analyze the incidence of
developmental tasks. The subjectivity of this analysis process dictated that careful thought
and deliberation be given to the descriptive task goals and concepts that were defined in
Appendix A as they were applied to the examination of the content of each novel. The
title, author, main character (age and gender) were written on each content analysis coding
form. Every occurrence of a developmental task experienced by the main
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character was recorded on the coding form with the page number, the number of the
developmental task identified, and a brief description of the developmental task on the_
Content Analysis Coding Form. After coding the book the number of occurrences were
recorded in the corresponding task column of the Freguencies of Havighurst's
Developmental Tasks chart. Samples of the content analysis coding form and instructions,
completed content analysis coding forms for each novel, the Table of frequencies of
Havighursts Developmental Tasks, the Table of Frequencies of Havighurst' s
Developmental Tasks by Task level for each novel analyzed, and a Table of Frequencies of
Developmental Tasks by Task Level and percentages for the sample of novels studied are
included (See Appendices). The forms and tables are adaptations of Roberts (1992) and
D' Angelo (1989a).
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Chapter 4

Data Analysis
A content analysis performed on 29 Iowa Teen Award fiction books in this study
revealed 1057 occurrences of concepts related to the attempt or achievement of the
developmental tasks of adolescence by the main characters. A completed coding form for
each book is included in Appendix F.
Havighurst's Developmental Tasks of Adolescence were the categories for analysis.
Further, the tasks of adolescence categories were grouped into three levels using

D' Angelo's (1989a) classification scheme. The three task levels are: low-level tasks
(Tasks 1-3) - the establishment of autonomy and social context; mid-level tasks (Tasks 4-6)
- practical and psychosocial skills and psychosocial development; and the high-level tasks
(Tasks 7 and 8) - future orientation and abstract philosophies.
Data gathered from each Iowa Teen Award winner or runnerup were tallied and
then analyzed to determine whether the hypotheses were accepted or rejected. The analysis
of data is divided into three main categories, the three levels of the developmental tasks, to
correspond with the three hypotheses of this study.
Low-Level Ta5ks of Adolescence
Hypotheses one reads "Seventy-five percent or more of the adolescent
developmental tasks experienced by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo lowlevel tasks".
The low level tasks include Task 1 - achieving new and more mature relations
with age-mates of both sexes; Task 2 - achieving a masculine or feminine social role; and

Task 3 - accepting one's physique and using the body effectively.
The low-level tasks of adolescence attempted or achieved by main characters in the
Iowa Teen Award sample are represented in Table 1. Who Put That Hair in My
Toothbrush includes two main characters; therefore that title appears twice.
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Task 1 (Achieving new and more relations with age-mates of both sexes) was
attempted or achieved by main characters in the Iowa Teen A ward Books 469 times.
Concepts recorded that indicated the attempt or achievement of this task included sexual
attraction, relationships between peers of the same sex or opposite sex, social activities,
group activities and peer approval. Such words and phrases as "good friend", "friend",
"best friend", "boyfriend", "girl friend", "kiss", "falling in love", "belonging", "invited",
"dating", "going out" were recorded.
The Iowa Teen Award novels that reflected a high incidence of the first task of
adolescence centered on themes of friendship and romance or had a main character
involved in a romantic relationship. Often the romantic relationship developed within the
broader peer group. Main characters in these novels were engaged in social activities, peer
relationships, and sexual attraction.
Task 2 (Achieving a Masculine or Feminine Social Role) concepts were attempted
or achieved by main characters at a frequency of 38. Housecleaning and cooking by both
boys and girls, traditionally role-related tasks, were mentioned most often. Such words
and phrases as "cleaning", "straightening up", "cooking", and "setting the table" were the
concepts related to Task 2.
Task 3 (Accepting One's Physique and Using the Body Effectively) was
recognized and recorded in seventy-six occurrences. Some concern over physical
appearance and body changes due to adolescence were mentioned. Actions related to
improving the body to attract the opposite sex appeared nine times in Who Put That Hair in
My Toothbrush. The main character, Greg Tofer, was "in the throes of first (unrequited)

love" and was obsessed with improving his looks to attract Jennifer Wade.
The concept of using the body effectively to survive was identified seven times in
Hatchet, a story of Brian Robeson's survival in the wilderness. Brian uses his body and
mind effectively in building shelter, finding food, and in understanding animal behavior.
The frequent occurrence of task three in that novel is directly related to the survival theme
of the novel.
Negative phrases pe1taining to appearance included "I dislike ... ", "It's hard not to
criticize my ... ", "I hate my ... ".Positive phrases : "I like my body" and "I like the way I
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look" were also articulated by main characters...
Low-level tasks occurred at a high rate in some of the novels. Elsie Edwards,
fifteen year old main character in How Do You Lose Those Ninth Grade Blues by Barthe
DeClements, experiences a metamorphosis from fat girl to a "thin looking Dolly Parton."
With her new look she also has acquired a new boyfriend. In this 1986-1987 Iowa Teen
Award runnerup, Elsie engaged in the low-level tasks fifty one times. Twenty one of the
tasks were related to friendships or peer relationships and included such activities as going
to lunch, spending the night , shopping, doing homework with her best friend. Twentyeight tasks were related to the romantic relationship between Elsie and Craddoc and
included such concepts as getting his attention, kissing, going out, arguing, and making
up. Tasks two and three were engaged in once and occmTed in these sentences: "I did
the dishes and cleaned up the kitchen."(task 2) and "I washed my hair, went totally through
every outfit I had, and decided on jeans and my blue angora sweater. Casual, soft, and
sexy. Perfect!" (task 3)
Laurie Stratton, seventeen year old main character in Lois Duncan's Stranger With
My Face, is a bright, self-confident girl who breaks up with her handsome but chauvinistic

and possessive boyfriend and dates a boy who has been disfigured in an explosion. This
character engaged in the low-level tasks of adolescence thirty-eight times throughout the
novel. Fourteen of the occmTences were related to establishing and keeping friendships.
Twenty-three of the level one tasks had to do with romance and included kissing, spending
time with her boyfriend, arguing, making up, jealousy, going on dates, beginning and
ending relationships, and being "Gordon's girl". One occurrence of task three was noted
and it appeared in the sentence, "I like the looks of myself and realized that others did too."
Greg Tofer, main character in Jen-y Spinelli' s Who Put That Hair in my
Toothbrush, engaged in the low-level tasks forty-four times dming this humorous,
lighthearted novel. The theme of this Iowa Teen Award runnerup was unrequited love.
Greg labors to get noticed by the elusive Jenny Wade. Thirty one of the low-level tasks
centered on his relationships with Jenny and Sara; five of the tasks were related to peer
relationships with his pals, Poff and Valducci, and Eight of the low-level tasks were
directed to physical appearance (task 3) concerns - muscles, breath, white teeth, hair
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style, and scent.
The low-level tasks' (tasks 1-3) frequencies and percentages are given in bold type
in Table 2.

Table 2

LOW-LEVEL TASKS

Task Level

207
_High-leve_l ___ tasks __ . (7-8)
Total

j2 6 7

i 1057

100

Of the 1057 occurrences of the tasks of adolescence, 583 were the low-level tasks.
Transformed into percentages, 55% of the tasks attempted or achieved by main characters
in the Iowa Teen Award sample were the low-level tasks of adolescence. Therefore, the
first hypotheses, "Seventy-five per cent or more of the developmental tasks experienced by
main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo low-level tasks" was rejected.
Mid-Level Tasks of Adolescence
Hypotheses two reads "Fifty to seventy-four percent of the developmental tasks
experienced by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo mid-level tasks"
The mid-level tasks include Task 4 - achieving emotional independence of parents
and other adults; Task 5 - preparing for marriage and family life; and Task 6 - preparing
for an economic career.
The mid-level tasks of adolescence attempted or achieved by main characters
in the Iowa Teen Award sample are represented in Table 3.
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Task 4 (Achieving Emotional Independence of Parents and Other
Adults) concepts were recognized as rebellion against parental or other adult authority.
Phrases expressing this rebellion included 'Tm not eating", "Don't Come in", "I will not
apologize", "I locked it because I want to be alone". On the other hand, some characters
were achieving emotional independence of parents by developing relationships with
teachers, grandparents, and other older adults.
Task 5 (Preparing for Marriage and Family Life) experiences of main
characters included attitudes toward maniage and family life; divorce, separation,
childrearing, and living together. In Seventeen and In-Between, Love by Any Other
Name, and Sex Education, courtship and sexual issues in long-term relationships were the
concepts recorded. Phrases expressing these attitudes included "Kids our age are not ready
for the 'live-in' setup."; "The next morning I lay in bed thinking about what I was going to
do about Craddoc and sex. - Nothing inside of me was pushing me to planned parenthood
- nothing except Craddoc."; "Sex doesn't just have to do with ptivate parts of your body,
Jennifer, I said. It has to do with ... with secret parts of your heart..."; "I wanted to have
sex with him but that was only pmt of it. I wanted to marry him - have babies with him grow old together."
In Hatchet, Brian Robeson's attitudes about his parents' divorce were recorded.
Brian experiences an emotional ordeal in the recent divorce of his parents. Thoughts of the
divorce haunt, anger and confuse him. His thoughts and attitudes concerning the divorce
were the eight phrases recorded as the task five concepts.
Amy Lloyd, nineteen years old and engaged to be married, enters into task five:
preparing for marriage and family life, twenty-two times throughout No Way Out
by Ivy Ruckman. Amy is plunged into the dangers of the Zion Narrows by an unexpected
rainstorm with her fiance Rick, brother Ben, and f1iends Clyde, Steve and Audrey. She is
also wakened into the realization through the experiences of this life-threatening ordeal that
her relationship with Rick is not one on which a lifetime maniage can be built. "It was
scary to be undertaking a lifetime hike with a guy you suddenly didn't know very well.
Somehow, they'd let each other down on this t1ip or they'd let each other see .." The task
five concepts in this novel center on attitudes toward maniage and family life and were
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engaged in 23 times throughout the novel.
Task 6 (Preparing for an Economic Career) concepts recorded were related
to preparing for an economic career and included issues related to earning money to
purchase items not provided by parents, and choosing a college and a career.
The mid-level tasks' frequencies and percentages are given in bold type in Table 4.

Table 4

MID-LEVEL TASKS

Task Level
55
Mid-level
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Twenty per cent of all tasks attempted or achieved were the mid-level tasks of
adolescence. Therefore, the second hypotheses, "Fifty to seventy-four percent of the
adolescent developmental tas;ks experienced by main characters will be the
Havighurst/D' Angelo mid-level tasks" was; rejected.
High-Level Tasks of Adolescence
Hypotheses three reads "Forty-nine percent or fewer of the adolescent
developmental tasks experienced by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo highlevel tasks."
The high-level tasks include Task 7 - desi1ing and achieving socially responsible
behavior; and Task 8 - acquiring a set of values and an ethical system as a guide to
behavior -- developing an ideology.
The high-level tasks of adolescence attempted or achieved by main
characters in the Iowa Teen Award sample are represented in Table 5.
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Table 5
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Task 7 (Acquiring a Set of Values and an Ethical System as a
guide to Behavior--Developing an Ideology) concepts centered on moral and
ethical issues. Specifically, the issues included incest, abstinence, abuse, murder,
drinking, shoplifting, suicide, trust, guilt, discussion of religion, and value conflicts
between the adolescent and parent , other adults; and adolescent and peers.
Several characters engaged in religious thoughts or actions which reflected the
formation of a personal ideology. Philip, age 16, in After the Bomb by Miklowitz, appeals
to God to save his mother and make his father safe in the aftermath of an atomic explosion.
He gives thanks to God for the help he has given and affirms his belief to God. "'Tell me
what to do God!' He hardly ever appealed to God, because he wasn't sure he really
believed, but sometimes in emergencies, he made pacts. "Let me win this race and I'll
believe in you forever, God. Let me get a good grade and I'll never use your name in vain.
Let Mom and Dad love me as much as they love Matt and ... Now he thought, oh, God,
please help us. Save Mom, let Dad be okay ... make things the way they were."
Laurie Stratton, the main character in Lois Duncan's Stranger With My Face, turns
to God to make her friend Helen well. "Get her well by Christmas, Lord." "Get her better
Lord, please in your own good time. I'm not going to pressure you. Your will be done."
Task 8 (Desiring and Achieving Socially Responsible Behavior)
concepts included interaction with the law, patliotism, and participation in activities to help
the community.
Female protagonists in the novels by authors Joan Lowery Nixon and Lois Duncan,
repeatedly reflected role models as they experienced the high-level tasks of adolescence.
These young women are independent and strong by the conclusion of each novel. They
deal with crisis situations in a mature manner and emerge from their harsh experiences with
a sense of wisdom.
Marti Lewis in Secret Silent Screams by Joan Lowery Nixon is determined to prove
that her old friend Barry has been murdered and did not commit suicide. She values the
truth and interacts with law enforcement officials to get to the truth suITounding Barry's
death in spite of accepted evidence, adult authority, peer pressure, and media coverage.
Marti is loyal, responsible, and unwavering in her search for the truth. She engaged in the
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higher level tasks of adolescence in her search for the truth at the highest frequency
recorded in this study. She engaged seventy-six times in the seventh and eighth tasks.
Stacy McAdams, seventeen year old protagonist in The Other Side of Dark by Joan
Lowery Nixon, attempts with great tenacity and determination to find her mother's killer.
She too is determined to find the truth. She is an autonomous, socially concerned young
woman who engages in the high-level tasks of adolescence 19 times throughout the novel
Lois Duncan's Tracy Lloyd in the Twisted Window does something that she senses
is wrong. She helps Brad, to whom she is somewhat attracted, kidnap his "baby sister"
from his non-custodial stepfather. It is only after they have kidnapped the child in Texas
and started back to Arizona that Tracy realizes that the girl is not Brad's sister.The truth in
this novel is Tracy's admission to herself that she has been fooled by Brad and that she
now must make responsible and clever decisions to con-ect her actions. She learns to cope
in a difficult situation, to rely on her decision-making and to accept life's limitations. She
engaged in the high-level tasks of adolescence at a frequency of 14 throughout this novel.
April Corrigan, seventeen year old protagonist in Don't Look Behind You by Lois
Duncan, and her family are whisked away overnight to enter a government protection
program. She has to leave her boyfriend, the upcoming prom, and her boyf1i.end's
graduation with no explanation. April sees all of this from her selfish point of view and
makes mistakes that endanger her as well as her family. This character's actions exemplify
the consequences of rash actions and thoughtless 1isks. April comes to realize the
importance of making responsible decisions in an ethical dilemma and learns to live with
conditions that may not he fair but are irreversible. The values of family sharing and
selflessness (task 7) eventually guide April to good decisions.
Philip Singer, Male protagonist in Glmi.a Miklowitz' s After the Bomb is a character
in transition. He is first seen in the novel as an incompetent and awkward adolescent who
in the moment of crisis emerges with inner strength and wisdom using his own skills and
ingenuity to help his family and community. He demonstrates love, courage and
tremendous strength in the grueling aftermath of an atomic attack. Philip's actions
demonstrate a development in maturity for this character He emerges confident,
dependable, clear-thinking person. His concern for the welfare of his family and
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community is reflected in 10 occmTences of task 8 concepts.
Frequencies and percentages of frequency for the high-level tasks of adolescence are given
in bold type in Table 6.

Table 6

Task Level

HIGH-LEVEL TASKS

: Frequency

. --... ~-. ---. - .. - ....... -... - .... --. -....... -

20

Total

: 1057

100

In relation to hypothesis three, "Forty-nine percent or fewer of the adolescent
developmental tasks experienced by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo high
level tasks," the researcher found that 267 (25%) of the tasks experienced were the highlevel tasks. Based on this data, hypothesis three was accepted.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, Recommendations, and Summary

Conclusions
The researcher hypothesized that 75% or more of the adolescent developmental
tasks experienced by main characters would be the Havighurst/D' Angelo low-level tasks.
Data collected reflected that 55% of the developmental tasks experienced by main characters
were the low-level tasks: Task 1- achieving new and more mature relations with age-mates
of both sexes; Task 2 - achieving a masculine or feminine social role; Task 3 - accepting
one's physique and using the body effectively. Following the analysis of the data in Table

1, the researcher noticed that every main character engaged in Task 1. If literature is a
mirror for the reader to see himself more clearly, then one would expect adolescent
literature to reflect a high occurrence of peer relationships, sexual attractions, social
activities and conformity due to the nature of the adolescent and the importance of the
aforementioned in an adolescents life.
Also, if literature is a min-or of life, then perhaps that explains the low incidence of
developmental Task 2 concepts that focus on accepting and learning a socially approved
masculine or feminine social role." Perhaps the literature of the last decade ( 1984-1994)
reflects our society in which achieving a masculine or feminine social role doesn't seem as
straightforward as in previous decades.
Characters who engaged in Task 3 - accepting ones physique and using the body
effectively were mostly concerned with "looking good". This concern with appearance
may be the product of our society which overemphasizes physical attractiveness.
The researcher hypothesized that 50% to 74% of the adolescent developmental tasks
experienced by main characters would be the Havighurst/D' Angelo mid-level tasks. Data
collected reflected that 20% of the developmental tasks expe1ienced by main characters
were the mid-level tasks: Task 4 - achieving emotional independence of parents and other
adults; Task 5 - prepming for marriage and family life; and Task 6 - preparing for an
economic career. The data recorded in Table 3 showed that 24 of the 30 main characters
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were attempting to achieve emotional independence of parents and other adults. Less than
half of the characters were concerned with Task 5 - preparing for maniage and family life
and with Task 6 - the preparing for an economic career.
The researcher speculates that the low occmTence of Task 5 and 6 may be related to
the fact that the average age of the main characters in the Iowa Teen Award fiction was 15.6
years and that those adolescents reflect the ideas and ideals prevalent in our society. At the
present many young people are postponing maniage and child bearing until careers are
established. The only protagonist in the Iowa Teen Award Fiction who was highly
involved in Tasks 5 and 6 was Amy Lloyd in the novel No Way Out by Ivy Ruckman.
Amy was 19 years old, graduated from high school, and engaged to be manied which may
account for the high incidence of Tasks 5 and 6 concepts.
The researcher hypothesized that "Forty-nine per cent or fewer of the adolescent
developmental tasks experienced by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo highlevel tasks". Data collected revealed that 25% of the tasks experienced by main characters
were the high-level tasks. Ninety per cent of the protagonist<; engaged in Task 7 - desiring
and achieving responsible behavior. Some of the main characters (Stacy McAdams in Joan
Lowery Nixon's Other Side of Dark; Tracy Lloyd in Lois Duncan's Twisted Window;
Marti Lewis in Nixon's Secret Silent Screams; and Lamie Stratton in Duncan's Stranger
With My Face; Jane Johnson in Cooney's Face on the Milk Caiton) made decisions and
then had to deal with the consequences of those decisions.
No Way Out: A Unique Example
Amy Lloyd, primary character in the novel No Way Out attempted or achieved all of
the developmental tasks described by Havighurst. Amy develops mature relationships with
peers (Task 1), such as her friends Clyde and Gary with whom she confides her fears
and inner thoughts. Her feminine role (Task 2) is continuously developed as she cares
for and encourages her younger brother Ben. Amy uses her body's strength in helping to
save her brother Ben. (Task 3) Through the development of a relationship with Audrey
she shows an emotional independence from adults. (Task 4) Amy is continually
preparing for maniage and family life as she evaluates her relationship with

•

Rick She finds that the they do not share common values and have little on which to build
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a lifelong relationship .. (Task S) Throughout the novel, Amy exhibits economic
independence (Task 6) as she works at the zoo to earn money to help support herself. In
a similar manner, she prepares for an occupation (Task 6) by working at the zoo and
making plans to attend college to pursue a career in veterinary medicine. Amy's values and
ethics are continually developed as she thinks about her future and the perspective she will
have at ninety compared to at nineteen. She realizes the value of family and the importance
building a strong relationship through marriage in which a family can be created and
flourish. (Task 7) Amy shows a desire for social responsibility when she advocates the
respect for the ecological balance and wildlife. (Task 8)
Other Findings
Information not sought by the researcher, but thought to be of interest, was that the
themes of the novels directly impact the frequency of certain developmental tasks.
Main characters in romance novels (Sex Education, Love by Any Other Name,
How Do You Lose Those Ninth Grade Blues, Who Put That Hair in My Toothbrush,
Seventeen and In-Between, Royal Pain, and Ahhy My Love) reflected a high incidence of
low-level tasks and a lower incidence of the high-level tasks of adolescence. Iowa Teen
Award novels that reflected a high number of high-level tasks were centered on themes that
mirror the concerns of contemporary society: divorce, murder, suicide, kidnapping, abuse,
incest, and life threatening situations.
Also of interest, data collected revealed that characters who engaged in the higher
level tasks of adolescence were not only older adolescents (ages 16-19) as one might
expect, but also younger adolescents (ages 12-15).
The Iowa Teen Award novels appeared to he relevant by focusing on contemporary
concerns, however none of the novels analyzed featured mino1ities as main characters. The
research revealed that all of the main characters were Anglo-Ame1ican and predominantly
female (77% ). Although not information originally sought, it seems that this statistic may
be indicative of the gender and race of Iowa Teen Award audience and of the Iowa Teen
Award Master list Subcommittee.
Recommendations
Further research could he done to dete1mine if critics choice hooks such as the
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Newbery award winners reflect developmental role models.
This study could be modified and replicated to analyze other state award book lists
to determine if the main characters in the books on those lists reflect developmental role
models.
This study could be modified and replicated to analyze the Iowa Children's Choice
Award Winners to determine the reflection of developmental role models for children using
Havighurst's Developmental Tasks of Middle Childhood.
This study could be replicated to analyze all of the Master List books for a specific
year to determine if the non-winning titles reflect developmental role models.
Further research could be done to determine if the theme of novels impact the
frequency of certain developmental tasks.
The Edgar Alan Poe Award Winners, Young Adult Category, could be analyzed for
the reflection of developmental role models by leading characters.
The Iowa Teen Award Audience could be studied to detennine if females are the
primary readers of the Iowa Teen Award Books and if that influences the selection of
winners with female main characters (80% of the winners 1984-1994 featured female main
characters).
The results of this study could be shared with the Iowa Educational Media
Association Teen Award Master List Committee.
Summary
The purpose of this study was to determine if Iowa teens choose books that reflect
developmental role models. Three hypotheses were proposed: The Iowa Teen Award
Winners and runnersup fiction titles from the years 1984-1994 were examined by
completing a content analysis form using Robert J. Havighurst's Developmental Tasks of
Adolescence as categories for analysis. It was predicted that:
1: Seventy-five percent or more of the adolescent developmental tasks experienced
by main characters will be the Havighurst/D"Angelo low level tasks.
2: Fifty to seventy-four percent of the adolescent developmental tasks experienced
by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo mid level tasks.
3: Forty-nine percent or fewer of the adolescent developmental tasks experienced
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by main characters will be the Havighurst/D' Angelo high level tasks.
The first two hypotheses were rejected. The third hypotheses was accepted.
This research showed that today's Iowa Teen Award books reflected all of
Havighurst' s levels of development. It further showed that the developmental tasks
attempted or accomplished by the main characters in the Iowa Teen Award books were
directly related to the themes of the books.
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Appendix A
Havighurst's Developmental Tasks, 1972

1. ACHIEVING NEW AND MORE MATURE RELATIONS WITH AGE-MATES OF

BOTH SEXES
The goal: To learn to look upon girls as women and boys as men; to become an adult
among adults; to learn to work with others for a common purpose disregarding personal
feelings; to learn to lead without dominating.
Concepts to include:
Sexual attraction
Social activities (conversing, playing games, athletics, dancing, etc.)
Peer approval--wearing, doing, thinking what peers do--conformity
Opposite of peer approval--situations in which the character is strongly
individualistic
Group activities (clubs, school organizations, etc.)
Relationships between peers of opposite sex or same sex
Gangs, social clubs, fraternities/sororities
2. ACHIEVING A MASCULINE OR FEMININE SOCIAL ROLE
The goal: To accept and learn a socially approved adult masculine or feminine social role.
Concepts to include:
For girls, choosing between "traditional role" of wife/mother or opting for career or
to do both
For boys, conflict between "traditional" macho male role vs. more sensitive caring
role
Performing tasks which are traditionally role-related (i.e. boys cleaning house; girls
mowing the lawn).
3. ACCEPTING ONE'S PHYSIQUE AND USING THE BODY EFFECTIVELY
The goal: To become proud, or at least tolerant of one's body; to use and protect one's
body effectively and with personal satisfaction.
Concepts to include:
Concern over physical appearance or changes taking place as a result of adolescence
(crooked teeth, acne, obesity, hair color/texture/style, etc.)
Physical comparisons with peers(tallness/sh011ness; large breasts/small breasts;
muscular/weak; thin/fat)
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Personal adornment, fashion when referred to as improving physical appearance
vs.reference to peer pressure; (See Task #1)
Involvement in activities to improve appearance (i.e. athletics, exercise, dance) vs.
involvement for social reasons; (See Task #1)
4. ACHIEVING EMOTIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF PARENTS AND OTHER
ADULTS
The goal: To become free from childish dependence on parents; to develop affection for
parents without dependence upon them.
Concepts to include:
Rebellion against parental or other adult authority
Development of a relationship between an adolescent and a teacher, grandparent, or
other adult
Discussion of relationship between parent(s) and adolescent
Student activism as it relates to gaining greater freedom of expression and behavior
for young people (i.e. in student newsletters; choice of subjects to take;
administration of the school, etc.)
"Copping out" of school activities; dropping out of school; student lethargy;
adoption of "deviant" lifestyle
Inter-generational issues; generation gap
5. PREPARING FOR MARRIAGE AND FAMILY LIFE

The goal: To develop a positive attitude toward family life and having children; and to get
the knowledge necessary for home management and child rearing
Concepts to include:
Attitudes toward maniage and family life
Attitudes, interest in young children; in having children of their own
Attitudes toward divorce, separation, single-parenting; living together (as opposed
to marriage); abortion
Activities geared toward learning about home management and child-rearing
Courtship, sexual issues in long-term relationships between the sexes which might
eventually lead to maniage (as opposed to sexual attraction, developing
relationships between sexes as mentioned in Task #1)
6. PREPARING FOR AN ECONOMIC CAREER
The goal: To organize one's plans and energies in such a way as to begin an orderly career;
to feel able to make a living.
Concept,;; to include:
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Issues related to earning money; finding a job; desire to earn money in order to
purchase items not provided by parents
School; vocations/avocations; learning a skill or trade
Concern about economic independence
7. ACQUIRING A SET OF VALUES AND AN ETHICAL SYSTEM AS A GUIDE TO
BEHAVIOR --DEVELOPING AN IDEOLOGY
The goal: Formation of a personal socio-politico-ethical ideology
Ideology may be defined as a coherent body of shared images, ideas, and ideals (can be
based on formulated dogma, a political creed or way of life) which provides a coherent
orientation in space and time, in means and ends.
Concepts to include:
Value conflicts; analysis of personal values vs. values held by parents, other adults,
peers
Moral/ethical dilemmas
Interest in/discussion of/attitude toward religion/ethics/morality
Concern/conflict between "instrumental/productive" economy and
"aesthetic/humanistic" society where beauty and love are valued as concepts--as
these relate to social/political values
8. DESIRING AND ACHIEVING SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR
The goal: To develop a social ideology; to pa11icipate as a responsible adult in the life of the
community, region, and nation; to take account of the values of society in one's personal
behavior.
Concepts to include:
Desire to think and act for what adolescent conceives to be the good of the
community or larger social group
Impatience with slowness of society/larger groups to change/improve
Student activism in order to improve society (as opposed to desiring greater
personal freedom; see Task #4). This may involve protest against war; against
unjust race relations or treatment of minority groups, etc.
Patriotism; love of country
Disconnection from sociopolitical movements due to being disturbed about the
ethical quality of society; "privatism"; non-commitment to socially responsible
behavior
Involvement in politics, student governance, community service
Interest in/palticipation in voting
Interaction with law enforcement
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Appendix B
Content Analysis Coding Form
TITLE OF BOOK._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
AUTHOR_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MAIN CHARACTER._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
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Appendix C
Table of Frequencies and Percentage by Task

Frequency

Task

Percentage of Total

Task #1.
Task#2
Task#3
Task#4
Task#5
Task#6
Task#7
Task#8

TOTAL

Developmental Tasks hy Task Level

Tasks

Mid-level tasks

__ (4-6)

High-level ___ tas_ks ______ (7-8)
Total

100
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Appendix D
Iowa Teen Award Books to he Analyzed
1984-1985
1. Tiger Eyes
2. Stranger With My Face
3. About David

Blume
Duncan
Pfeffer

1,238 votes
583 votes
393 votes

Mazer
Foley
Park

663 votes
487 votes
423 votes

Hermes
DeClements
Spinelli

808 votes
536 votes
502 votes

Irwin
DeClements
Mazer

661 votes
613 votes
553 votes

Nixon
Duncan
Conford

568 votes
509 votes
429 votes

1985-1986
4. When We First Met
5. Love by Any Other Name
6. Beanpole
1986-1987
7. You Shouldn't Have to Say Goodbye
8. How Do You Lose Those Ninth Grade Blues?
9. Who Put That Hair in My Toothbrush?
1987-1988
10. Abby, My Love
11. Seventeen and In-Between
12. When the Phone Rang
1988-1989
13. The Other Side of Dark
14. Locked in Time
15. Royal Pain
1989-1990
16. Hatchet
17. After the Bomb
18. Twisted Window

Paulsen
Miklowitz
Duncan

1,161 votes
807 votes
585 votes

Mazer
Avi
Ruckman

610 votes
364 votes
284 votes

Duncan
Nixon
Deaver

697 votes
573 votes
516 votes

1990-1991
19. Silver
20. Wolf Rider
21. No Way Out
1991-1992
22. Don't Look Behind You
23. Whispers From the Dead
24. Say Goodnight Gracie
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1992-1993
25. The Face on the Milk Carton
26. Sex Education

Cooney
Davis

756 votes
294 votes

Avi
Paulsen
Nixon

265 votes
262 votes
262 votes

1993-1994
27. True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle
28. Canyons
29. Secret Silent Screams
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Appendix E

Bibliographic Citations for the Iowa Teen Award Winners

Avi. The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle. New York: Orchard Books, 1991.
Avi. Wolf Rider: A Tale of Terror. New York: Bradbury Press, 1986.
Blume, Judy. Tiger Eyes. Scarsdale, NY: Bradbury Press, 1981.
Conford, Ellen. A Royal Pain. New York: Scholastic, 1986.
Cooney, Caroline. The Face on the Milk Carton. New York: Bantam Books, 1990.
Davis, Jenny. Sex Education. New York: Orchard Books, 1988.
Deaver, Julie Reece. Say Goodnight, Gracie. New York: Harper & Row, 1988.
DeClements, Barthe. How Do You Lose Those Ninth Grade Blues. New York: Puffin
Books, 1993.
DeClements, Barthe. Seventeen and In-between. New York: Puffin Books, 1984.
Duncan, Lois. Don't Look Behind You. New York: Delaco1te Press, 1989.
Duncan, Lois. Locked in Time. Boston: Little, Brown, 1985.
Duncan, Lois. Stranger With My Face. Boston: Little, Brown, 1981.
Duncan, Lois. The Twisted Window. New York: Delacmte Press, 1987.
Foley, June. Love by Any Other Name. New York: Delacorte Press, 1983.
Hermes, Patricia. You Shouldn't Have to Say Good-Bye. San Diego: Harcourt, Brace
Jovanovich, 1982.
Irwin, Hadley. Abby, My Love. New York: Atheneum, 1985.
Mazer, Harry. When the Phone Rang. New York: Scholastic, Inc., 1985.
Mazer, Norma Fox. Silver. New York: Morrow Junior Books, 1988.
Mazer, Norma Fox. When We First Met. New York: Scholastic, Inc., 1991.
Miklowitz, Gloria D. After the Bomb. New York: Scholastic, Inc., 1985.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. Secret Silent Screams. New York: Delacorte Press, 1988.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. The Other Side of Dark. New York: Delacorte Press, 1986.
Nixon, Joan Lowery. Whispers From the Dead. New York: Delacorte Press, 1989.
Park, Barbara. Beanpole. New York: Knopf, 1983.
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Paulsen, Gary. Canyons. New York: Delacorte Press, 1990.
Paulsen, Gary. Hatchet. New York: Bradbury Press, 1987.
Pfeffer, Susan Beth. About David. New York: Delacorte Press, 1980.
Ruckman, Ivy. No Way Out. New York: Harper & Row, 1988.
Spinelli, Jerry. Who Put That Hair in My Toothbrush? Boston: Little, Brown, 1984.
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Appendix F
Content Analysis Forms

TITLE Of BOOK
Tiger Eyes
AUTHOR Judy Blume
MAIN CHARACTER
Davey (Davis) AGE 15

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

4

1

Davey is talking about the day she met
her "best friend" Lenaya.

17

1

"Hugh puts his arm around me and
kisses me."

14

1

"I knew how I felt when I stood next to
Hugh or when he looked at me or when
his hand brushed against my arm."

39

4

Davey does NOT want to go sightseeing
with the family but will stay home and
go bike riding and sunbathe.

41

4

As soon as I am on Diamond Drive I
take off the helmet. "What they don't
know won't hurt them."

43

4

"I decide to climb down the canyon
anyway."

56

1

"It feels good to be near Hugh. When He
holds my hand my insides flip over."

63

1

Davy buys post cards to send to Hugh
and Lenaya, her friends.

70

8

"It's just that I can't believe you design
weapons ... "

82

1

I laugh - wanting to hug him - wanting
him to hug me. "Thank you for being my
friend."

83

4

I don't want aunt Betty hanging
around. I want to do it on my own.

88

4

Davey rebels about taking chemistry.

116

4

"No one's going to tell me what to do with
my life."

116

3

I go to the mirror and examine my face. It's
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not one of my better days .. .I look tired .. hair
limp.

123

7

"I don't like to see my friends drunk."

124

7

"I don't like getting into someone's locked
car."

128

7

Thoughts about why there are so many
churches in LosAlamos.

132

4

Davey has a rebellious argument with her
aunt and uncle about going skiing. "I
don't have to live in this house."

154

4

Davey has a confrontation with the adults in
the house concerning taking driver's
education.

164

7

Davey has thoughts about an afterlife.

166

4

She has a rebellious, heated conversation
with her uncle about her grades and about her
father and mother's wasted lives.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Stranger With My Face
AUTHOR Lois Duncan
MAIN CHARACTER Laurie Stratton
AGE 17

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

6

3

I like the looks of myself and realized that
others did too.

6

1

I got my first kiss.

6

1

Going with Gordon automatically made me a
part of the crowd he ran with.

6

1

Eventually she and I became pretty good
friends.

8

1

I did want to make the ride with Gordon.

8

1

I had a place now, an identity. I was Laurie
Stratton, Gordon Ahearn' s girl...

32

1

Laurie told Gordon that she was still his girl.
"His mouth came down onto mine and
suddenly it didn't matter anymore whether
he believed me or not."

36

1

I had been thinking about Gordon - that we
were back together again and had survived
our first big misunderstanding without a
breakup.

41

1

Here we were, back together again and I was
already wrecking things.

42

1

Laurie introduced Helen to the "in-crowd" in
which she was now included.

45

1

I was going to end up with Helen as a house
guest.

46

1

The thought of Gordon and Natalie sharing
the same lunch period made me
uncomfortable.

49

1

As days passed Helen and I were getting to
be better and better friends.

50

1

"That's mean - she's no beauty queen but
she's really nice."

52

1

I began to discover what it was like to have a
non judgmental ftiend to confide in, someone

50
to who I was myself, not "Gordon Aheam's
girlfriend".

52

1

My life had changed when Gordon started
dating me.

53

1

I've never had friends I could talk to.

64

1

"They're your friends," Laurie said to
Gordon.

65

1

"I'm with you now," Laurie said, and kissed
him to prove it.

73

4

"I want to know about my sister," I repeated.
How dared my mother put me on the
defensive this way, when it was she and Dad
who had produced the situation.

73

4

I'm upset because the two people I trusted
most in the world have deceived me all my
life.

74

4

Furious as I was at them, I did not doubt that
they loved me.

75

4

And Dad and Mother were my parents.

75

1

The only two people I told about it were
Gordon and Helen.

79

1

I was no longer seeing much of Gordon.

79

1

We did go to the Halloween dance at the
High School but something was missing; we
both felt it.

80

1

At school I continued to lunch with Helen,
and one Friday went home with her to spend
the weekend.

80

1

I found the silent company of Jeff more to
my liking than the incessant chatter of the
group below.

89

1

Gordon would be on that ferry. Suddenly I
wanted nothing in the world more as to be
there with him on the deck of the bow.

91

1

I'm meeting Gordon. He stayed after school
for practice.

93

5

"I don't give a damn what Nat says!" I

51
exploded. "My parents are very happy,
thank you. A divorce is the last thing in the
world they're considering. Nat and the rest
of you have a lot of nerve! My parent's
personal life is their own business!"

93

7

Gordon, I had trusted him! And he had
turned right around and spilled everything out
to strangers.

96

1

So I stood there, quiet, watching Gordon and
Joyce walk away together, surprised that I
was feeling so little. My first real love was
mine no longer.

100

1

'Tm really not mad," I assured him levelly.
"I was a little upset at first, I guess, but I've
gotten over it. I think it's nice that you and
Joyce have found each other. Like you've
told me before, things between you and me
aren't the way they used to be. If they were,
I would be watching practices."

107

1

The one person I could talk to was Helen.

108

4

"It's no put-down to them if I am interested
in my other family," I said defensively.
"Lia's my twin. She's closer to me than
anyone in the world."

108

1

"You're jealous," I accused her. "You don't
want me to have a closer friend than you."

113

7

I could tell her that I'm sorry, even if she
couldn't hear me. I'm sorry about her
accident. I'm sorTy I was so horrid to
her yesterday.

114

7

"I can't believe that," I said. "You can't
judge a person by his looks. Just because his
face was burned--"

117

7

Had I given her anything in return for her
other gifts - her foendship, her
understanding, her tireless willingness to
share my problems? Helen had been a friend
to me, but I had not been much of one to her.

121

7

"Get her well by Christmas, Lord." "Get her
better Lord, please, in your own good time.
I'm not going to pressure you. Your will be
done."

52

127

7

"Oh Jeff!" I tightened my hold on his arm
aching for him, wishing that somehow I
could absorb the pain.

135

5

"Why - no - I don't think I'll be able to make
it." I said awkwardly. "In our family we all
usually stay home on Christmas Eve."

137

1

Yes he's a friend of mine.

149

1

I don't deserve this. If she were here, I'd
make her take it back.

164

1

"I can look at you," I said. "Your face is
your face. It's part of you."

178

1

I went over to him and put my arms around
him, and he pulled me down onto his lap on
top of that wretched cast, and it was like
sitting on a stovepipe. And we both started
laughing. And he kissed me. It was the end
of one chapter of our relationship and the
beginning of another.

179

1

On New Year's Eve, Darlene Buggs gave a
party. To my surprise I found myself
invited.

179

1

Jeff and I saw the New Year in at Cliff
House playing Monopoly with my parents
and the children. It was one of the nicest
New Year's Eve I can remember.

191

1

I invited him. He was coming over to
dinner.

214

1

Suddenly I wanted Jeff. He was the only
one I could talk to, and I wanted him so
desperately that I was tempted to rush out to
brave the storm.

250

7

In one more week, I will be leaving for
college. For me, as for Jeff, a new phase of
life is staiting. That is what I will
concentrate on. Life continues, and we, all
of us keep changing and building, toward
what we cannot know.

53

TITLE Of BOOK
About David
AUTHOR Susan Beth Pfeffer
MAIN CHARACTER Lynn

AGE 17

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

1

1

Her best friend is Steffe.

16

1

"I was David's oldest friend."

16

8

"Should I have a lawyer here?"

17

1

"David and I were friends for a long time."

19

7

"They abused him ... And they made demands
on him, constant demands that he couldn't
possibly achieve."

19

1

"I was his oldest friend."

20

7

"They never praised him. Never. I never
once heard them say anything nice to him."

20

4

"Go to hell" she told the detective when he
asked if David and Jeffrey were lovers.

23

4

"And if he doesn't like it he can lump it!"
(She was talking about the p1incipal.)

29

1

I still picture him as two people and one is
my friend.

30

7

If we were such good friends, why didn't
he come to me?

30

1

I loved David, the way you love a friend
you've had since before Kindergarten, and I
thought I knew him.

46

7

It took me a moment to realize what an awful
thing I'd said, and once I did, I called her
back.

46

7

"I'm smTy ," I said, as soon as I had the
chance. "That was a rotten thing I said to
you last night, and I've been miserable about
it ever since."

47

1

We hugged and laughed and didn't care what
anybody thought.

53

1

I realized again how very much I missed
David.

54

55

7

Lynn feels the unfairness is the exploitation
of David's tragedy in the Newsweek article.

57

1

I miss him so much.

61

1

We'd been friends since we were four.

69

1

So then we stmted laughing, and we told Bill
all the gory details about Sandy's party.

69

1

It's amazing how excited I am about a simple
ordinary first date.

72

1

It took me a moment to realize he was asking
me out for a date.

77

1

She went on a date with Bill.

79

1

I kissed him lightly and ran out of the car and
into the house.

92

1

If you only have two friends in the entire
world, you can't afford to be fussy about one
of them.

94

1

I was feeling too good about Bill and the
party.

139

8

She took the notebooks to Lieutenant
Donovan.

141

6

Barnard is my first college choice.

148

1

I lost my oldest friend this year - I don't want
to lose my best friend as well.

151

7

But what David did, killing himself and his
parents, was crazy.

155

7

She sobbed for Bob and Lorraine and for
David, who lived in a world of such misery
that the only way he could be happy was by
destroying it all.

164

6

Right now I am thinking about my future.
University of Chicago accepted me and I will
be going there.

165

1

Stefte and I never regained our former
intimacy.

165

1

I like Bill an awful lot, and I know he likes
me, but if David hadn't died, I'm sure we

167

8

55
would have been alot closer than we are.
I wish David peace. That is really all I wish
for any of us. Just simple peace.

56

TITLE Of BOOK
When We First Met
AUTHOR Norma Fox Mazer
MAIN CHARACTER Jenny Pennoyer

AGE 17

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

1

1

The moment Jenny walked into the
auditorium she noticed the blond boy sitting
there.

2

3

"Not to slump --Modigleana girl."

3

1

Her best friend was Rhoda.

4

1

Even separated by the rows of seats she had
seen the blue of his eyes.

8

1

Then she thought of the boy with the rainbow
suspenders.

11

1

On the bad days when Jenny couldn't stave
off the memory of her last fight with Gail Rhoda would stay with her.

12

4

"Enough, Mom. It's been two years.
You've got to let go Mom."

20

1

Seven times that week Jenny saw the curlyhaired boy in school.

21

1

22

1

23

6

She was working at Hamburger Heaven.

24

1

A shock went through her - something warm
and vibrant.

26

1

37

1

52

4

My parents got the idea the best thing would
be for Grandpa to go into a home. He didn't
want that, so he left and I left with him.

72

4

She met and became friends with the
Chapins.

86

5

Talking about maniage.

98

4

"I think you are all narrow-minded."

57

107

4

"I can't. I won't break up with him."

110

4

"Look, just let me lead my own life! I'm not
doing this to hurt you or Mom. Why can't
you understand my side of things?"

112

7

She was discussing penalties in other
countries imposed on drunk drivers.

124

6

She had plans to go to college.

128

4

"Your sneakers are untied." her Mother said.
"I want them untied. I choose to have them
untied."

130

5

Jenny was starting a "hope chest" and was
realizing how expensive things are.

142

1

Jenny broke up with Rob and was talking to
her best friend about the break up.

148

1

Jenny was talking to Nick.

196

4

Jenny is telling her parents that she tried it
their way. "I don't want to hurt you, either
of you. But I don't want to hurt myself
either."

58

TITLE Of BOOK
Love by Any Other Name
AUTHOR June Foley
MAIN CHARACTER Billie Quinn
AGE 15

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

1

3

"The summer before I started high school, I
grew two inches, lost twelve pounds, and got
a tan and breasts.

1

1

Bubba Umlauf - Bubba Umlauf was a sports
star - he was a big blond hunk.

1

1

Sheila Thomas - my best friend .............. .

1

1

I stopped by every morning, noon and
evening for a week or two, throwing my
body Bubba's way. After a couple of weeks
he called and asked me out.

2

1

They spent an hour and a half making out.

2

1

Bubba was my first boyfriend.

2

1

We were going to the beach with Bubba's
friend Johnathan and Johnathan's girlfriend
Melissa.

2

3

I don't have a single best thing. I have two
of them. (refeITing to her newly developed
chest.)

4

1

Bubba' s a part of me - or I'm a part of him,
at least. He's my boyfriend.

7

1

An hour later I was lying in the sum, and
Bubba was kissing me on the cheek. .. and the
mouth .... and the neck.

9

1

I wasn't ready for the kind of making out
Bubba wanted to do.

9

1

Just as I was getting lost in lust - I always
staited w01Tying: What's Bubba doing with
his hand now?

10

1

I was lousy at ecstasy - Bubba just kept
pressing forward for that goal, however,
until I pushed him away.

1

Sheila Thomas, my best friend, moved to
California.

59
12

3

This summer I began to think of myself as
"petite" and "curvaceous."

20

1

Now I was Bubba Umlauf s girl.

21

1

I felt so special - I felt as if there were a glow
around me that marked me as Bubba's girl.

21

1

My life is really getting itself together - now
that I'm Bubba's girl.

25

1

I walked close to Bubba and rubbed against
him and put my head against him every so
often.

26

7

Do you know what could happen to me if we
went too far?

27

1

When we got to my house I kissed him hard
and pushed up against him.

28

1

In my room I lay on my bed and looked up at
the ceiling and thought how terrific it was to
be Bubba's girl.

31

1

"Bubba and you are invited together, of
course."

33

1

When Melissa and Johnathan went by my
homeroom, Melissa gave me a big smile and
a wave, and Johnathan winked at me.

35

1

Wow! This was better than being on stage. I
couldn't remember when I's had so much
approval. It was a real high.

35

1

I spent rest of the pe1iod writing a letter to
Sheila Thomas.

35

7

But I had to concentrate on other things. It
wasn't fair, it wasn't right.

37

1

I missed Sheila so much. I wished Melissa
would be ftiendlier.

37

7

And now I thought of something awful to do.
But I knew I shouldn't.

37

1

I leaned against him wanting to be close.

44

4

"Just because Annette Funicello made out
with Frankie Avalon doesn't mean that
Bubba and I are sex fiends."

60

47

4

"But" But I don't want my life to be like
yours, I thought.

48

1

"We'll see each other in school every day,
Bubba. We can talk every night on the
phone."

48

1

"What you mean by seeing is
touching ..... you're right, then, Bubba, we
won't be able to make out too much for the
next week. But we can still talk to each
other."

49

7

It occurred to me that being Bubba Umlauf s
girl wasn't going to solve all of my
problems.

53

1

I looked around again. Bubba' s friends liked
me.

53

1

Bubba loved me ... er, liked me .... er liked to
touch me. Anyway, I was Bubba's
girlfriend.

54

1

Billie describes the ways she and Bubba
spends weekdays and weekends.

71

1

It felt so wonderful to be able to say "my
boyfriend".

76

1

Bubba wants to .... .lately he's been getting
madder and madder when I don't want to.

79

1

As we walked onto the football field I could
hear kids identify us.

79

7

But what could I use as an excuse not to
make out so much?

81

7

(She layered her clothes.) It took that much
longer for Bubba to work his way to where I
had to tell him to stop.

81

1

I was still th1illed to be Bubba's girl though.

81

1

If Bubba and I broke up and I was no longer
Bubba's girl - I would no longer be welcome
to parties, dances, or to hangout with his
friends.

82

4

Desc1ibing lunch room scene.

85

7

It wa.;; beginning to seem that being Bubba

61
Umlauf's girl wouldn't solve all of my
problems. In fact, it was starting to create
problems.

134

1

She was my best friend - but she moved to
California.

143

1

I was also thankful to Cameron for being
Cameron, my friend.

155

7

"I don't go to church - I just can't stand
going to church. I can't stand being
smTounded by all that stained-glass gore. I
have trouble with Jesus, period."

164

5

"For sure there's something scary to me
about your mother's getting divorced three
times."

165

5

"Cameron, I think in a way it was sort of
sweet of your mother to get married, instead
of living with men or just going out with
them. It was kind of old fashioned.

167

1

"There's just one more thing I want to say,
Cameron - you are teni.fic. You are my
favorite person."

167

1

Our lips touched together for just a second,
then again harder.

167

1

"You are terrific. You are my favorite
person."

170

7

"It means I'm going to be Jennifer's spiritual
advisor."

189

1

Over the next two weeks Cameron and I were
together every day.

198

5

"Sex doesn't just have to do with private
parts of your body, Jennifer, I said. It has to
do with ... with secret parts of your heart."

198

5

"It has to do with caring about a person so
much, wanting to share with that person so
much, trusting that person so much that
you want to know everything about that
person, and you want that person to know
everything about you."

205

1

Johnathan and Melissa were waiting in the
car.

62

206

7

"The important thing is that she is a good
teacher. I've learned alot in drama class."

209

1

All of my old feelings rushed back. Bubba
was my first and only boyfriend. He was
popular, gorgeous and a sports star. And he
was a very good kisser too.

209

5

"Making out would be even better for me if
you and I were closer in other ways, you
know."

210

5

"Bubba - there really has to be more. A boy
and a girl really have to do more together than
just make out."
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TITLE Of BOOK
Beanpole
AUTHOR Barbara Park
MAIN CHARACTER Lillian Iris Pinkerton

AGE 13

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

12

4

My Grandfather and I are pretty in tune.

13

3

I'll tum 13 officially October 10 which just
happens to be day after tomorrow and so far
there's not one kid in my class who can look
me in the eye.

17

1

She invited her two best friends to her party.

26

1

She and Drew were friends.

41

1

Wanting and wearing a bra like everyone else
will make her fit in a little better.

64

4

Her grandfather and she were making
penguins.

66

3

I did look nice though even for a beanpole.
My Mother bought me a pair of designer
cords and a red silk shirt.

86

4

She was having a heart to heart talk with her
grandfather about trying out for the porn porn
squad.

89

4

"Sometimes I wish that Grandad were a girl
my own age. I'm sure we'd be best friends."

86-94

3

Her reasons for going out for porn porn
squad.

123

3

"I think I know where I got my sp1ing. I got
it by hard work and practice. I knew I could
make it."

140

7

"I got my dreams from my Grandfather."

147

1

"I couldn't find two better fliends than Drew
and Belinda."
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TITLE Of BOOK
You Shouldn't Have to Say Good-bye
AUTHOR Patricia Hermes
MAIN CHARACTER Sarah Morrow
AGE
GENDER Female
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

l

1

Robin and Sarah talking about what they
should do.

1

3

Sarah compares herself to perfect Robin's
body and hair.

12

3

Sarah goes out for gymnastics and
gymnastics practice.

14

3

Physical comparison with Julia.

15

3

She was working out a gymnastics routine.

19-22

4

She felt it was awkward talking to her father
about the things her mother and she used to
talk about.

27

1

Talking to Robin about her Mother's illness.

28-29

2

Tidying up the house.

34-35

2

Cleaned the house, made brownies, got the
china out , set the table, and put flowers
throughout the house like her mother.

41-43

1

Telling Robin about her Mother's terminal
illness.

82-85

1

She visited Robin's house and her depressed
mother.

88-91

3

She did her routine very well in the recital.
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TITLE Of BOOK
How Do You Lose Those Ninth Grade Blues
AUTHOR Barthe DeClements
MAIN CHARACTER Elsie Edwards
AGE 15
GENDER
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

2

1

Talking to her friend Jack.

7

1

She had lunch with Jenny.

9

1

She went to Jenny's house after school.

10

1

I wished I could caITy things off with guys
as smoothly as she and Diana did.

10

1

We talked about boys.

12

1

I just smiled feebly because I couldn't think
of anything to say.

13

1

I'd been so conscious of Craddoc beside me
that I hadn't moved a muscle since he'd sat
down.

16

1

I spotted Jenny halfway up the bleachers in
the freshman section, so I left Jack on the
floor with his friends and climbed up to join
her.

20

1

Diane breathed, "What a hunk!" Just what I
was thinking.

21

1

I shriveled into the little freshman Jack knew,
somebody at Jennifer's house. Why would
Craddoc like me?

29

1

I kept my eyes turned away from his,
though, as I said it. I was afraid the
trembling inside me would show on my face.

31

1

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday mornings I woke
up feeling like I had a secret Christmas
present.I stretched in my bed and smiled at
the ceiling and planned over and over what
I'd wear Friday night with Craddoc.

31

1

I passed Craddoc in the commons before
school Friday morning. He didn't notice me.

36

1

I lay on my bed with my arm over my eyes
and the hot tears rolling down the side of my
face.

66

42

1

He tipped my head up and kissed me softly
once, then kissed me again, holding me so
tight that I didn't know if I was breathless
from the hug or from the kiss.

45

1

Diane said her cousin was driving up and
Jenny was going with them and did I want to
go, too.

49

1

That was Katie Bentler, and I didn't like her
being the best at anything.

50

1

Diane and Linda and I hugged each other
and yelled, "Fun and Joy!"

50

1

Craddoc told me to meet him at the A & W.

51

1

Craddoc opened the back door of Linda's
station wagon and reached for my hand.

53

2

I did the dishes and cleaned up the kitchen.

53

6

The money was handy when we started on a
clothing unit the next week in home ec.

55

1

Jenny and I went over to Diane's early to
help her with the decorations.

56

1

I saw him grab Katie's tail and pull her out in
the middle of the floor to dance.

59

1

As soon as I got the the sewing room
Monday, Jenny jumped on me. "What is
going on? Where were you yesterday? I
called you four times.

60

1

I saw Craddoc in the commons before first
period. He was standing with a group of his
f1iends. He saw me and said nothing.

61

1

Sunday I took off for Jenny's.

64

1

They were both my friends ...

65

5

First I cleaned up the messy living room. I
got the baby up, changed and fed him, and
then, instead of putting him down, I set his
bottle on the floor, wrapped his soft, blue
blanket around him, cuddled his sleepy,
wann little body against my shoulder, and
rocked away.

65

5

I'm going to have five children when I get

67
manied. There's going to be big steaming
Thanksgiving dinners ... Craddoc would make
a good daddy, firm and kind and fair.

66

1

She called Craddoc to apologize and invite
him to a movie.

67

3

I washed my hair, went totally through every
outfit I had, and decided on jeans and my
blue angora sweater. Casual, soft and sexy.
Perfect!

69

1

"You could have said something to me in the
commons."

70

1

He dropped my hands and slipped his arms
around me and pulled me tight against him.

71

1

He laughed and we went rest of the way to
the homeroom with our arms around each
other.

73

1

Craddoc came over Saturday after dinner and
invited me to a party that night at Jamison's.

75

1

He pulled up, turned off the car, and settled
me against his shoulder.

78

1

He bent down and kissed my damp eyes.

81

1

I hugged Craddoc tight before I got out of the
car to go to my door.

81

1

She was going Chiistmas shopping with
Jenny.

87

1

"Happy bi1thday!" they all screamed.

93

1

Jenny and I spent the afternoon making up
dough for Christmas ornaments and baking
them in the oven.

93

1

She didn't seem to be bothered by Jack's
problems hut they bothered me.

100

1

She helped Jack with his essay for English
class.

102

1

Jack and I walked down to the pep assembly
together.

103

6

Babysitting meant I'd have the money for
Craddoc's Christmas present.

68
I looked at Jenny, and she gave me a weak
sympathetic smile. "Don't believe everything
Sharon says."

107

1

113

1

I'd promised Jenny I'd be at her house right
after lunch to help her with the decorations.

115

1

She believed that lying Sharon and accused
him of getting drunk with Katie Bentler.

120

4

"But it isn't fair. I'll go live with Dad if.. .. "

124

1

I saw Craddoc Tuesday morning in the
commons. He nodded to me as I walked by.
I nodded back like we were distant cousins.

125

1

Jenny called before dinner and said her
family wanted to hear me in the concert, and
why didn't I bring Robyn and we'd all drive
together in the van.

128

1

Jack reached out and put his hand on my
shoulder.

133

1

I headed for my room to try to w1ite a letter to
Craddoc.

137

1

"Oh Craddoc !" I reached out to hug him and
then burst into laughter.

137

1

I put my arms around him and kissed him.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Who Put that Hair in My Toothbrush
AUTHOR Jerry Spinelli
MAIN CHARACTER Greg Tofer
AGE 14
GENDER Male
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

7

3

Ever since school had ended in June, I had
only one goal in life; to make myself goodlooking enough so Jennifer Wade would
have to notice me.

10

1

Valducci was waiting at the first comer. Poff
at the second. Just like always.

12

3

Not for one second did I stop squeezing the
little rubber ball in my hand. I swore no
matter where or when I met her, my forearm
vein was going to be humping out. Like a
python on a sidewalk.

21

3

I look whole lot better than I did 3 months
ago, when she saw me last.

28

1

When I met up with Poff and Valducci - I
steered them away from the mall.

32

1

Suddenly I felt practically sick for the way I
wanted things to be, Jennifer and Greg.

43

1

Okay, I'll come right out with it. I love
Jennifer Wade.

43

1

I'm sure because I'm always thinking about
her.

43

3

That settled it. I put my weights back
together and tore up the Tradin Times ad.

56

3

I Sassooned my hair every morning, I Closeupped_ my teeth every time I got to a sink. I
Pro-Gained at every meal.

56

1

Would my kiss impress her? Leave her
wanting more?

58

3

At 6:00 I brushed my teeth .. .In the history of
mankind was there ever a more kissable
mouth?

59

3

Back upstairs I redid my mouth. Then I
figured I'd work on my vein, get it up so
high that it would still be humping at the fair.

70

60

3

Downstairs I spla,;;hed English Leather on
everything.

63

1

Suddenly, that's what I was doing, kissing
her.

79

1

I made a vow to be honest with Sarah.

80

1

She'll probably invite her friend Jennifer
Wade too. And only then, then, did I say
sure.

92

1

My mind was on Sara's bi1thday party that
night and a certain person named Jennifer
Wade.

95

1

I wa,;; meant to buy that bracelet and give it to
Jennifer.

100

1

Jennifer turned, looked at me, smiled. The
most beautiful smile I ever saw. "Well," she
said, laying her fingers on my arm, "at least
you have a date."

100

1

My arm, where she touched it, sent a small,
sweet bolt of lightening to the center of my
heart.

109

1

Jennifer Wade's words had been spoken to
Sara Bellamy, but it was my brain they
burned into.

109

1

She was saying alot more than it seemed at
first. She was saying, 'Tm alone." And
'Tm lonely." And, "I wish I had someone."
And (remember the fingers), "I wish I had
someone like you, Greg."

110

1

Just heaiing her number gave me a warm
feeling.

110

1

Sending the J bracelet to Jennifer with note
enclosed "From Greg Toter. No one has to
be alone."

111

1

On the way back I picked up Poff and
Valducci.

113

1

I swore I saw Jennifer Wade a dozen times.

113

1

Sara landed on his back - wanted a kiss for a
birthday present.

71

\114

1

What if someone tells Jennifer Wade about
this? I got mad thinking about that, mad at
Sara. Maybe she didn't mind people thinking
we were tight, but did she ever ask me?

115

1

For the next few days I didn't have to avoid
Sara. She avoided me.

125

1

A thank you letter from Jennifer Wade. A
thousand. That's how many times I read the
letter over in my room.

125

1

I had to go shopping at the mall with Poff
and Valducci.

126

1

Walking through the mall, I couldn't get my
mind off the letter.

126

7

Sara was with Leo to talk out her problems.

128

1

He called Jennifer, asked her out over
Christmas vacation.

138

1

Three times I say Sara Bellamy with Leo
Borlock. Three thousand times I almost
called Jennifer Wade on the phone. I never
thought about calling Sara. But I did think
about her.

145

1

The light was landing on Sara Bellamy and
Leo Borlock. They were here, thank God,
here, not upstairs! They were not snuggled
up to each other. His aim was not around
her. I wanted to laugh, I wanted to cry, I
wanted to hug somebody.

146

1

I phoned my health teacher and volunteered
Sara Bellamy and myself as parents for the
egg project.

157

1

I could have skated on the look Sara was
giving me from across the room. Mrs.
Ackennan had just read off the list of egg
couples, ending with: "Tofer-Bellamy".

158

1

"Wow, how about that? We wound up as a
couple."

165

1

It was a long Saturday night for me, thinking
about Sara and Leo.

180

1

The next thing I knew I was kissing her.
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185

1

I spotted Sara coming through the cafeteria
door and pulled her over by a window.

188

1

They were talking about their relationship.

198

1

Greg told Valducci if he ever wants Zoe he
has to change his style.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Who Put that Hair in My Toothbrush
AUTHOR Jerry Spinelli
MAIN CHARACTER Megin Tofer AGE 12
GENDER Female
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

16

1

Best foend or not best friend, Sue Ann can
be a pain sometimes.

23

1

Saturday night I stayed over at Sue Ann's.

69

1

"Well I'll tell you one thing, It must make
Zoe Miranda feel pretty powerful, walking
into this school and snapping her fingers and
- zap - there goes my best friend."

87

4

Talking about her friend Emilie at the nursing
home.

102

4

"Well I'm telling you!" I wrenched out of
her (the coach's g1ip) "I quit!"

103

1

Sue Ann and I had a ball, mimicking the
whole thing behind the scenery.

107

1

Megin was making friends with the
California girl, Zoe.

116

1

Sue Ann and I had just done our Christmas
shopping.

118

1

(Talking to her foend, Sue Ann.) "Did it
ever occur to you," I said, "that maybe
something could happen in my life that you
wouldn't know about?"

118

4

Megin has an eighty-nine year old friend,
Emilie, who lives at Beechwood Manor.

119

4

Me gin wrapped Emilie's present, went to
Dunkin Donuts to get her a French Cruller
and to Beechwood Manor to give her the
Christmas present.

120

4

Emilie and Megin exchanged gifts, went
outside to see the Christmas lights and to sing
carols.

122

4

Megin gave Emilie an "Honorary
Grandmother" card.

131

1

A little while later Sue Ann and I were
standing on the shore.

74
147

4

Megin stopped by to see her old friend Emilie
to give her a birthday present. "I buttoned
her lips with my finger. I kissed her on the
nose."

148

1

Instead of a party for her birthday, she was
allowed to have two f1iends over. She
invited Sue Ann and Zoe.

154

3

Zoe took off her clothes in front of Sue Ann
and Megin. "She stood up, full front to us,
more naked body than I ever saw except for
Toddie as a baby .... Sue Ann and I always
took turns changing clothes in the closet."

155

3

Sue Ann and I went to work in opposite dark
comers and finally got ours on too.

156

7

I didn't say anything, but I knew why Sue
Ann hadn't answered right away: she'd been
saying her prayers. She always does, which
reminded me to say mine before I conked out
completely.

TITLE Of BOOK
Abby, My Love
AUTHOR Hadley Irwin
MAIN CHARACTER Chip
PAGE#

TASK#

75
AGE 15

GENDER Male

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

5

1

"I fell in love when I was thirteen."

12

1

Roh and I had heen pals through cuh scouts,
summer camps, little league ...

15

7

Chip wasn't amused at what happened to the
principal' s car.

17

1

They were talking ahout how MP (MAN
POWER) got started.

17

4

"Studying was for stupes, hooks for wimps,
haths for hahies, girls for committees."

31

1

When I was fifteen I fell in love again. It
la.;;ted five minutes.

33

1

Karen and I hegan to spend most of our
spare time together.

34

1

I loved her.

42

3

I did run. Every night after school, every
weekend.

48

1

I was definitely in love.

50

1

All I could think of was Ahhy.

69

1

My second real date wa.;; with Abby in the
library.

80

2

I had looked around the house. I had cleaned
everything.

83

6

I must have sacked 90,000 bags of groceries
to make my first down payment.

81

3

I was proud I had finally made the varsity
squad.

76

2

We flipped a coin on the kitchen duty - Jake
lost. He washed. I dried.

89

3

I was a regular on the track team and when I
wasn't bagging groceries, I was training.

76

89

6

I was a regular on the track team and when I
wasn't bagging groceries, I was training.

105-111

7

Dealing with and trying to understand the
incest problem of Abby and her father.

123

7

He took Abby to social services.

125

1

Rob and I learned about girls and dating and
dancing and kissing and touching - but not
much about caring.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Seventeen and In-Between
AUTHOR Barth DeClements
MAIN CHARACTER Elsie
AGE 17

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

4

1

"Jenny and I are longtime friends."

4

1

Elsie read Jack's letter - they were friends.

8

1

I loved Craddoc but his letter would be a play
by play of the football game.

8

7

What was I going to do about Rick Evers just say nothing if he changed his grade on
the computer? What if he and Dan-el changed
the other kid's grades?

14

2

I don't know how to make minced pies - only
pumpkin.

17

6

She babysat ten hours a day to get enough
money to buy a car.

15

1

She went shopping with Jenny.

20

4

She was talking about her poor relationship
with her mother.

26

5

She cared for the baby.

30

7

"First I want to ask you a question about
morality."

31

5

She hadn't thought about getting birth control
pills lately.

34

5

The next morning I lay in bed thinking about
what I was going to do about Craddoc and
sex. Nothing inside of me was pushing me
to planned parenthood - nothing but Craddoc.

36

1

She received a letter from Jack.

41

5

She was washing the peas and can-ot'i from
Teddy's hair.

50

1

I would like to tell Jack about my problem
with Craddoc but I thought it might push
Jack away from me.

70

5

Craddoc's card read "Happy Birthday 17
year old" he had written - "remember, you

78
are a big girl now." I didn't want to think
about that.
71

1

Jack's just a friend.

73

6

I'd be able to buy Jack a pair of boots to keep
his feet dry in the woods.

76

1

I wondered what Jack looked like naked.

80

5

I didn't tell him I had dti ven by Planned
Parenthood Wednesday afternoon but
couldn't make myself go in.

87

1

It was nothing for an old f1iend.

100

5

She went to Planned Parenthood and not
feeling good about it?

104

1

Jack is thinking of me all of the time.

121

1

She gave Jenny her Christmas present.
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TITLE Of BOOK
When the Phone Rang
AUTHOR Harry Mazer
MAIN CHARACTER Billy
AGE 16

GENDER Male

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

4

2

Lori was supposed to be home to help me
clean up before Mom and Dad got home.

7

1

"Sam, you like her?"

70

1

She winked at me.

100

1

I knew where I could see Margaret everyday
- I was building myself up to say something
to her.

107

1

It was Margaret - I still hadn't said anything
to her.

113

6

He was looking for a job.

115

1

The moment had come I had been waiting for
- Margaret needed a tide and I had nothing to
offer.

118

1

We kissed on the mouth.

121

6

What bothered me was that Kevin wasn't
getting out there and looking for a job.

145

7

In response to his sister's shoplifting, "Just
promise me you won't go shopping with
Mary Ann anymore."

181

1

The blond gypsy, the one in the short skirt
was looking at me.
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TITLE Of BOOK
The Other Side of Dark
AUTHOR Joan Lowry Nixon
MAIN CHARACTER Stacy McAdams
AGE 17

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

14

3

I drop the towel and study myself in the
mirror. It's the weirdest sensation. I feel
that I'm looking at Donna the way Donna
looked when I was thirteen.

15

1

Jan? I know I'm sitting there with my mouth
open, but it's hard to believe that this tall
auburn-haired girl in the pink, tailored shirt
and tight jeans and makeup that looks like a
cosmetic ad is my friend Jan Briley.

17

1

This is my best friend, Jan, to whom I told
even my secret thought5, and now I'm blank.

23

3

I wish Donna hadn't helped me get dressed.
I felt the same way I did last year - no the
year I was twelve - and took swimming
lessons and all the girls had to change clothes
together in a dressing room.

40

8

Stacey tells the police detectives what she
remembers about the day she saw the person
who shot and killed her mother.

41

7

"Ten dollars? And he killed her?"

43

8

"What will happen to the murderer after you
arrest him? Will he get the death penalty?"

44

8

''I'm not tired. I won't get tired. I'll do
anything I can to help you."

47

1

"I don't want to go to school at home by
myself."

48

7

"Well, I blame him. I hate him! I can't
forgive him. I don't want to!"

52

1

"I don't know how to date. I don't even
know what to say to a guy."

53

1

Jan would know how to date, but I can't ask
her what to do. She'd think I was really
dumb.

53

1

She's not the Jan I used to know, and I feel
shy with her.

81

57

3

I study my face. I'm getting a little more
used to it now. It's not too bad. I wish my
nose weren't so long and my eyes were
bigger, but on the whole I kind of like the
face.

59

7

"I don't think a rep01ter would do that."

62

7

First on my list: As soon as I can see the face
of the guy with the gun and they catch him,
I'm going to make sure he's convicted of
murder.

63

8

Stacy talks to Detective Markowitz and agrees
to look through some mug shots.

63

7

"I can do it. I have to do it. I hate him."

64

7

"It will send him to p1ison. That's all I care
about."

64

1

"He hugged me. Really!"

68

8

Stacy goes to the police station to look at mug
shots.

71

1

"Jan, I'm not ready to go to a paity !"

71

1

"I don't have a date."

72

1

The paity's a dumb idea. I don't want to go.
Who are these people now who used to he in
the seventh grade with me? What are they
like? Will they think I'm just a stupid kid?

72

1

"Who knows?" I say to the green-eyed girl
who is staring hack at me. 'The party might
he a lot of fun."

73

1

"Jan ! You fixed up a date for me?"

74

1

"When He's here - Jeff, I mean, what am I
supposed to do? I don't know what to say to
. "
hIm.

74

3

I stare at my reflection, startled again by the
girl who looks back. I like what Jan did.

75

1

Suddenly I'm shy. I clasp my hands together
and stare at him, wishing I knew what to talk
about to a guy.

78

7

That's when I find out that Dad has been

82
holding down two jobs, so he can pay all my
medical bills. I hate the guy who murdered
Morn even more.

83

5

After it's been in the oven awhile it starts to
bubble and actually smells good. I'm really
proud of myself.

84

1

I wish it would ring. I wish it would be Jeff.

84

6

"I want to get a job."

85

6

"I just want to help. You work at the bank in
the daytime and do bookkeeping at night, and
it's too much."

86

8

I make sure I've got Detective Markowitz's
card in my pocket.

97

1

Jan's going to be here at seven to help me get
ready.

97

4

"At seventeen I should be old enough to
make up my own mind about going to a
party."

101

7

I didn't know that hate could be this strong.
He has torn up my life. He's destroying four
years that belonged to me. And most horrible
of all, he's taken my Mother away from us. I
shiver as I realize I actually hate him enough
to kill him.

112

1

"But I don't want to be different. I want to
go back to school and just be me."

114

7

"No way. That's got liquor in it!"

134

1

I wish I had the courage to scoot over close
enough so that our bodies would be almost
touching.

138

8

Stacy identifies the attacker in a line up.

138

1

I think Jeff is nice too.

152

8

Stacy talks to the D.A.

160

1

Early this morning Jan calls to invite me to
dinner.

160

6

I call the counselor at the high school.

83

161

6

I'm in Mr. Dobb's office for about an hour,
talking about makeup study and exams and
the school's tutoring program and summer
school, and I leave feeling pretty good.

164

8

Stacy gives more information to the
prosecutor.

165

8

"I'm going to the hearing too."

172

1

I'd like to be close to him, to feel his arms
around me. I'd love to have him kiss me.
I'd never felt like this about anyone before. I
put my arms around him.

184

7

"I really didn't have a choice. Jarrod's life
doesn't belong to me."

185

1

"I think I was beginning to fall in love with
you."

185

1

"I'm Stacy McAdams, I'm seventeen and I'm
definitely in the right body."
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TITLE Of BOOK
Locked in Time
AUTHOR Lois Duncan
MAIN CHARACTER Nore Robbins

AGE 16

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

3

3

When I look in the mirror, the girl I see is
pretty.

6

5

Description of her mother and their family life
in Guilderland, New York.

9

5

Nore talks to her father about his remarriage.

13

5

Nore describes her stepmother and their
relationship.

18

5

Nore feels uncomfmtable about her father
shaiing a bedroom with another woman,
even if she is his wife.

24

1

She was putting on makeup to impress Gabe.

26

3

She talked about Josie's appearance and her
transition from adolescence to adulthood.

31

4

Nore recognizes that Josie craves
independence and resents parental
restrictions.

31

1

Did she want Gabe to accept her as a sister or
something else?

35

4

Nore notices Josie's rebellious attitude.

61

7

Putting the glass to the wall embarrassed her.

63

7

"I was far too ashamed of the way in which I
had eavesdropped on that conversation to
have even considered repeating it to my
father."

64

1

Gabe was attracted to me.

65

1

Gabe and she were gazing at each other. "I
felt my cheeks growing hot."

69

7

She felt badly about sneaking out to the
disco.

70

1

She wanted a real date with Gabe.

71

1

Gabe and she were in the car and he had his

85
arm around her.

74

1

Talking of dancing together

76

7

She talked to Gabe about the safety of the
"sleepy time anisette".

79

1

Before I started going out with other people,
I wanted to see if what was happening
between Gabe and me was going to escalate
into a full-fledged romance.

92

7

She didn't accept a date with Dave because
she didn't want to hurt Josie.

110

5

Talking of going to California to live
together.

111

5

"Kids our age are not ready for the "live-in"
setup."

115

3

How she used her body to save herself.

117

7

"I had never before accepted a ride in my
life."

137

4

She told her parents she was not going to
chauffeur Josie around.

156

4

"Over my dead body. I will not apologize to
Josie and Lisette."

195

8

"Your mother is a murderer."

208

1

She was Dave's date for a party.

209

5

The truth must be handed down to my
children, that is why I'm putting this down
on paper.
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TITLE Of BOOK
A Royal Pain
A OTHO R Ellen Conford
MAIN CHARACTER Abby Adams AGE 16

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

6

1

My friend Josh was making sympathetic
noises as I moaned about all of the books I
had piled in the backseat of his car.

14

3

I've got blonde hair and the blue eyes, but
I'm no raving beauty. I'm a reasonably
pleasant looking, average American teenager.

20

1

What would I do without Josh and Carol, my
closest friends?

24

4

"Well, I'm going to save you the cost of
renting this one, because there is no way
you're going to get me up in it."

27

4

"Take your hands off my royal person!" I
slapped Mr. Blitzen.

30

1

Josh came over F1iday night and we went out
for Big Macs.

34

1

Saturday morning, the day before I left
Kansas, Carol and I tried to find some
information about saxony Coburn. That is in
between crying jags and solemn oaths to
write to each other every week.

63

4

"Where's the telephone?" I demanded, and
practically dragged Mlle Grush out of the
room.

69

4

'Tm tired !" I shouted. 'Tm hungry. I'm
cold. I want to rest. I want to watch TV. I
want to go outside and see if there's still
weather. I want a few minutes of peace and
quiet with nobody orde1ing me around."

71

1

To be perfectly honest, he looked like a
member of the Olympic Gorgeous
Team ... Blond division.

71

1

"I'm interested in you."

75

1

"What if I said, 'Her Highness wishes to kiss
you, you great big hunk, you?"'

77

1

Our eyes locked again, and a jolt of electricity

87
passed between us, like we both realized how
we felt at the same time.

77

1

I also knew that I'd fallen - probably
hopelessly - in love with the most gorgeous
commoner I'd ever seen in my life.

78

1

How could I tell Carol all that had gone on
this week? I had to talk to her.

85

1

I peered around the glittering ballroom to
look for Geoffrey.

87

I

He looked absolutely spectacular.

87

1

Geoffrey, I thought, look at me.

95

I

After all, I loved Geoffrey. And I didn't
want to get manied.

97

1

I felt the shock of disbelief - and love.
Geoffrey had rescued me at exactly the
moment I wished for him.

107

1

I was so wrapped up in my secret plan to
meet Geoffrey that I didn't spend much time
woITying about them.

108

1

When I called Geoffrey Sunday night, he
sounded surprised to hear my voice.

108

3

I added one more coat of lipstick.

109

1

Geoffrey. I wanted to run right through the
herd of children, scatte1ing them around like
chickens, and throw my aims around him.

112

1

Geoffrey didn't love me at all. I don't know
how I could have mistaken that electricity I
felt the first time we met, but I must have.

112

I

I could order him to caITy on with the escape
plan, but I couldn't order him to love me.

113

1

He bent his head and kissed me softly and
carefully on the lips.

113

1

His arms were around me and his mouth was
on mine and there was nothing cautious about
his kiss this time.

122

4

"I won't do it. You can't make me!"
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125

4

For three days now I had refused to come
out.

126

1

The loud music raised my spirits; this was the
first time since I'd been in Saxony Coburn
that I was doing something I wanted to do.
except for kissing Geoffrey, of course.

133

1

"I want to see Geoffrey, I said."

133

1

"I want to call my fiiend Carol in Ameiica
and my friend Josh."

134

1

I held out my hand. Geoffrey hesitated a
moment and then bent his head and kissed me
lightly on the knuckles.

136

4

I burst into the royal bed chamber, "You lied!
You all lied to me!"

153

3

I certainly was a masterpiece. I was
beautiful.

164

1

"Geoffrey, my hero!"

164

1

"I love you too." I said.

170

1

Geoffrey writes to me every week, and he's
planning on coming to visit in the fall. I miss
him so much. I dream about him almost all
the time.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Hatchet
AUTHOR Gary Paulsen
MAIN CHARACTER Brian Robeson

AGE 13

GENDER Male

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

2

5

Divorce. It was an ugly word he thought. A
tearing, ugly word that meant fights and
yelling, lawyers - God, he thought, how he
hated lawyers who sat with their comfortable
smiles and tried to explain to him in legal
terms how all that he lived in is coming apart
- and the breaking and shattering of all of the
solid things. His home, his life -- all the
ugly breaking word. Divorce.

6

5

The split had come and then the divorce, all
so fast, and the court had left him with his
mother except for summers and what the
judge called "visitation rights".

8

5

Divorce. Split. The Secret. How could he
tell her what he knew?

9

7

He felt bad for not speaking to her.
Knowing what he knew, even with the
anger, the hot white of his anger at her, he
still felt bad for not speaking to her.

31

5

The secret. She was sitting in a station
wagon, a strange wagon. There was a man
in the car.

40

5

If he had had good luck his parents wouldn't
have divorced because of the Secret and he
wouldn't have been flying with a pilot who
had a hemt attack and he wouldn't be here
where he had to have good luck to keep from
being destroyed.

51

3

You are your most valuable asset. Don't
forget that. You are the best thing you have.

55

3

Right now I'm a1l I've got. I have to do
something.

56

1

Two years before he and Terry had been
fooling around down near the park, where
the city seemed to end for a time and the trees
grew thick and came down to the small river
that went through the park.

59

5

It was the last Thanksgiving they had as a

90
family before his mother demanded the
divorce and his father moved out the
following January. Blian already knew the
Secret but did not know it would cause them
to break up and thought it might work out.

64

3

He could fix the shelter and make it - here the
word "safer'' came into his mind and he
didn't know why - more livable.

68

5

Saw this thing that his mother did with the
blond man. Saw the kiss that became the
Secret that the father still did not know about,
know all about.

91

3

He used his body and mind to make fire.

104

3

While he was standing at the lake shore
taking stock he noticed that his body was
changing ... But perhaps more than his body
was the change in his mind- or in the way he
was - was becoming.

105

3

His mind and body had come together as
well, had made a connection with each other
that he didn't quite understand.

123

7

When he woke up he say the cuts on his
arm .. the dry blood, hated what he had done
to himself, when he was the old Blian and
was weak, and the two things came into his
mind- two true things. He was not the same.

127

3

It had been a feast day, his first feast day,
and a celebration of being alive and the new
way he had of getting food. He could feel
new hope - hope in the fact that he could
learn and survive and take care of himself.

156

7

He couldn't think.just held and knew that he
was praying - but didn't know what the
prayer was - knew that he wanted to be, stay
and be, and the wind moved to the lake.

158

3

That was the difference now. He had
changed and he was tough. I'm tough where
it count,;; - tough in the head.

159

7

A cutting thought hit him. He thought of
the pilot still in the plane, and that gave him a
shiver and massive sadness that seemed to
settle on him like a weight, and he thought he
should say or do something for the pilot;

91
some words but he didn't know any of the
right words, the religious words ... Have
rest. Have rest forever.

167

3

At that point he sat back on the beach and
studied the problem again. Sense, he had to
use his sense. That's all it took to solve
problems - just sense.

193

7

He had become more thoughtful as well, and
from that time on he would think slowly
about something before speaking.

195

5

After the initial surp1ise and happiness from
his parents at his being alive - for a week it
looked as if they might actually get back
together - things rapidly went back to nonnal.

195

7

Biian tiied several times to tell his father,
came really close once to doing it, but in the
end never said a word about the man or what
he knew, the Secret.
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TITLE Of BOOK
After the Bomb
AUTHOR Miklowitz
MAIN CHARACTER Philip

AGE 16

GENDER Male

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

2

1

track team participation

4

1

Tim was his friend.

5

3

Sixteen going on twelve - the way he looked.
Who'd go for a skinny hean of a guy whose
chin hairs could he counted on one hand and
whose shoulders and hutt measured the
same.

5

1

"So let's go together - We'll have each other
to talk to."

8

2

"Setting the table is girl's work."

14

1

It had hurt that Matt had taken Cara away
when he had been ready to ask her out.

14

1

Tonight he intended to have a really good
time. No matter how scared he felt, he'd ask
some girls to dance instead of just standing
around as he usually did, watching.

14

1

"There's Cara!" His heart leaped as he saw
her beside Matt.

28

4

He threw the rake down and stalked off to the
house. Nothing he did seemed to please
anyone. Philip ignored his mother and
started to walk off. "The heck with her!"

31

1

The song was about Cara, about lost love.

44

7

"Tell me what to do God!" He hardly ever
appealed to God,because he wasn't sure he
really believed, but sometimes, in
emergencies, he made pacts. "Let me win
this race and I'll believe in you forever, God.
Let me get a good grade and I'll never use
your name in vain. Let Mom and Dad love
me as much as they love Matt and ... now he
thought, oh, God, please help us. Save
Mom, let Dad be okay ... make things the way
they were."

48

7

"Please, God, I need them. Let them be

93
here, alive," he begged silently.

74

7

He paused, torn between her fears and his
own family's needs.

93

8

Philip helped the nurse hook patients up to
the plasma.

97

8

Philip talked to John Billings about getting
water to the hospital.

98

8

"Look! I want to help. I'll do anything. But
I can't leave my mom out there on the ground
all alone. Who'll look after her?"

101

8

If he could find the DWP engineer and help
get water to the hospital somehow, that could
affect a whole lot of lives.

101

8

He wanted to rush down and pick up the
child screaming for it,;; mother, to rescue the
old lady falling beneath the tight march of
feet. But the mob moved on, pulling the
weak and fallen with them.

101

7

Philip thought of the millions spent each year
to keep people alive a bit longer; what did it
mean next to the billions spent to develop
weapons that could kill them faster.

105

7

He threw down the club and rushed to her.
Dirty, tear- streaked, she had burns on her
chubby aims and legs. He picked her up
gingerly and hugged her to him.

109

8

Philip explained how things were at the
hospital and how he had come to this home
because the nurse had remembered that Mr.
Billings had worked for the DWP. "So I
guess what I'm hoping is that you'll be able
get us some water," Philip finished.

112

8

Within an hour he left the house to scout the
position of pools nearest the hospital.

120

7

Now in the shopping plaza he saw death
everywhere.

125

7

Philip shakily raised the gun, then shook his
head and lowered it. He couldn't. He
wasn't a killer.

to
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126

1

He thought for the hundredth time that day
he'd almost kissed her.

134

4

"Mom," he whispered. "Don't die! I love
you ... We need you."

142

8

For the first time in his life Philip didn't feel
that old sense of inadequacy, that terrible callto-arms feeling he always got when his
brother put him down.

150

7

"Thank You, God." He whispered silently.
"Thank You. Take good care of her. Keep
her alive, and I'll never doubt again."

150

8

"Would someone else's mom or dad die
because his mother had taken their place on
the chopper? He didn't want to think about
that. It seemed to him it was the only thing
he could have done, but he didn't like having
done it. He owed a heavy debt, and he could
think of no way to repay it except to keep
going."

151

1

They ran to each other like magnets about to
collide. And then they were hugging and
laughing with relief and delight to be together
and still alive.

155

7

He guessed if life ever returned to something
like normal, he'd be a bit more tuned in to
what was happening in the world.

155

8

"F_ _ you," he said under his breath and
kept climbing, and then it occurred to him
that that was exactly what the Russians and
Ame1icans were always doing. Whenever
one reached out a hand, the other backed off.
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TITLE Of BOOK
The Twisted Window
AUTHOR Lois Duncan
MAIN CHARACTER Tracy Lloyd

AGE 17

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

1

1

Tracy was talking to her friend about "Mr.
Gorgeous" who was staring at her in the
lunch room.

10

1

Tracy told Brad that it was OK for him to call
her.

13

7

She should have never encouraged Brad
Johnson to get in touch with her. .. to hand
herself over to a stranger who, even then, she
had good reason to believe was a fraud.

14

1

She had not had the slightest interest in dating
since she had an-ived in Winfield - but the
sight of this particular boy had a strange
effect on her.

15

1

There was nothing sinister about being the
object of someone's attention in a school
cafeteria.

29

4

Tracy told her aunt that she WAS going with
Brad to get a coke.

30

7

"I don't want to ride with you in your car - I
don't ride with people I don't trust."

32

7

"Why should I trust you when I don't even
know you."

35

5

"It sounds like your mother's the one who
needs the shrink. Doesn't she want her
daughter back?"

36

5

"When my parent'i got divorced my dad made
a big production about wanting
custody ... after mother was killed he decided
he didn't want me with him in LA - He sent
me to live with my Mother's sister and her
husband."

37

8

"I don't want to get involved in this - I don't
want my life touched by anybody else's. I
don't want to care about Mindy or Brad. I
don't want to invest myself in anyone again"--conside1ing the situation she had no
alternative. "What do you want me to do?"
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she asked.

40

7

She did not know why she had agreed to help
him locate his sister - It was something she
felt compelled to do.

43

7

Brad was right; the man must be found and
the child brought home.

43

5

She knew all about turncoat fathers. Having
acquired that knowledge from her father.

64

8

"Why don't we find a phone and call the
police?"

65

8

"That 's a great plan for you, (Tracy to
babysit Mindy) but it doesn't sound so
ten-ific. The Carvers come home and their
niece is gone and I'm the one held
responsible. So I get charged with a felony
and you're home free."

65

8

"No, what you're suggesting could be really
dangerous."

69

4

"Why should you won-y?" (Tracy shot back
at her uncle). "You are not my parents,
you're not my landlords. My father's paying
you to let me live in your home. There's
nothing that says I have to eat eve1-y meal
here!"

70

4

I wish it were over - I wish I were
graduating. How am I ever going to stand
another whole year here.

73

4

"I locked it because I wanted to be alone."

74

4

"It doesn't matter what his schedule is - I
don't want to visit him and I don't want him
coming here."

129

7

We haven't done anything wrong, Tracy
reassured herself, grasping at the statement
and clutching it to her. Brad's lack of
concern was not sufficient to quell her own,
however.

138

7

Tracy called Brad's mother to let her know
they've kidnapped a strange child.

145

7

Tracy thought to herself about the lady and
child in the restaurant - you don't know how

97
lucky you are - your baby is safe and you
know where he is.
167

7

Brad is as dangerous as he is crazy.

170

1

He had kindled a spark in her inner darkness.

183

8

It's however I choose to see it, Tracy thought
suddenly, as she gazed at the painful but
gl01ious world that smTmmded her.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Silver
AUTHOR Norma Fox Mazer
MAIN CHARACTER Sarabeth Silver

AGE 13

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

4

4

I'm not eating that spaghetti.

11

1

I staited imagining Grant Va1Tow as my
friend.

15

6

Someday I'd like to go to cooking school and
become a famous chef.

20

1

Having Grant V alTow for a friend.

25

1

Grant Yarrow as a friend.

28

4

Developing a relationship with Cynthia, an
adult.

43

1

Should I go to the dance tonight? I don't
know anyone.

47

1

What if nobody asks me to dance?

50

1

Every girl in the room was wearing cords,
gold hoop earrings, Kelly Green blouses, all
except me.

51

1

Asked Mack to dance.

56

1

Talking to Grant Vairnw.

64

7

I'm not going to have sex until I'm 21.

67

6

I want to make some money - you know - to
help out.

71

6

She put her money out on the table and
offered it to her Mother. She had earned it
cleaning for Mrs. Vander Burgh.

85

1

Grant had asked her to sit with them at lunch.

86

1

Mark had called her.

91

6

I like making money.

93-95

1

Kissing the pillow and fantasizing that it was
Mark.

100

1

Seeing and talking to Grant at the

99
103

1

supermarket.
Mark called.

103

1

Developing friendship with Grant.

106

1

We're really friends.

108

1

Talking to Grant about feelings that she is
"horning in" on their crowd.

114

6

Talking about careers.

117

1

She was invited to a PJ party.

124

1

Grant and Sarah becoming close friends.

138

1

PJ's at PJ party, (peer approval.)

144

1

What would they think when they saw where
I lived?

161

1

Thanks. Silver you're a true f1iend.

166-173

7

Moral dilemma. Patty's uncle abusing her.

185

1

She has a date to the basketball game with
Mark.

187

1

I liked Mark more than ever.

191

1

He kissed me.

195-200

7

Patty's problem and Sarah seeking help for
her.

221-222

4

Don't come in this room.

258

1

Girls ganging up on Mark.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Wolf Rider
AUTHOR Avi
MAIN CHARACTER Andy

AGE

15

GENDER Male

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

1

1

Paul came over and they were going to a
party.

3

8

He asks Paul to call the police to trace the
call.

11

8

He explains his concern to the police about
the infmmation given by Zeke in the call.

13

8

He turned on the answering machine so the
police could leave word.

19

8

He talked to police and asked if he did the
right thing.

21

1

Later on other kids his age showed up and
made the paity better.

41

1

He was going to play on the ball team.

43

8

He acted responsibly and called the police.

46

4

He would not tell his father of his visit to the
police station.

52

1

He was going to MacDonald's with the
crowd to celebrate Sue's bi11hday.

54

2

He cleaned up the kitchen after dinner.

57

8

Andy tiied to convince Nina of the danger.

69

1

Andy confides in his f1iend Paul.

80

1

Went to mall with Paul to meet fliends.

84

8

He tiied to tell his dad he had to keep Nina
from getting killed.

93

2

Andy began to serve the dinner.

94

8

Andy wants to warn Nina of the danger.

100

4

Andy rebels against adult authority and
continues his solution to the problem of
Lucas and Nina.

101

112

7

"You are punishing me for finding the truth."

113

4

Andy stmmed into his room slamming the
door behind him. All he could think about
was that he had to put up or shut up fast.

117

7

Lucas got me into this mess, now he's going
to get me out of it.

129

2

Andy was mopping the bathroom floor.

138

2

Andy started the dishes.

139

4

"Just leave me alone."

144

2

He started making breakfast for both of them.

168

4

"No I don't want to talk about it." He
wanted to shout, "Because no one believes
me."

176

7

"If you don't keep things from haim they
disappear."

180

7

People would admit that he had been light
from the start. He was stuck with an odd
thought. The only person who believed him
was Lucas and Lucas was the one person that
he had lied to.

180

1

Sally would think more of him too.

188

8

"I don't want people to die."

189

7

"It was wrong what you were doing."

190

7

"Get out of the car."

102

TITLE Of BOOK
No Way Out
AUTHOR Ivy Ruckman
MAIN CHARACTER Amy
PAGE#

TASK#

1

5

1
1

AGE 19

GENDER Female
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Happy in love, wanting to touch, she
and Rick had been looking forward to
doing the Zion naJTows all summer.
Rick kissed her on the back of the neck.

5

"Are you going to be this mean after
we're manied?"
I didn't leave the zoo until eleven.

4
4

6

"I couldn't leave the zoo until I
finished charting and I wanted to
make sure Rambo was eating."

6

1

When he took her in his arms nothing
mattered.

6

3

She was plain as mustard.

8

5

How will it be she wondered to really belong
to another person? To be maJTied, of all
things.

8

5

"Mrs. Rich Childester," she'd written
on the phone pad at the zoo hospital
(a hundred times), varying it only with
"Amy Diane Childester, DVM"

8

6

"Amy Diane Childester, DVM'' - the
degree in vete1inaiian medicine to be
added at some future date she hoped.

8

5

She shivered in the full sun,
remembering the night two months ago when
she'd made up her mind to say yes, when
she'd stayed awake until dawn weighing
every little flaw in Rick's character.

9

6

"As long as I can help support us."

9

5

"I was thinking about maJTying you," she
said, feeling only slightly dishonest."

11

1

He's actually kind of cute.

11

2

"Ben!" she cried running toward him. "Are
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you okay?"
12

7

"You don't have to kill it now!" she begged.
"Let it go!"

12

7

"Leave it alone!"

13

8

"It's against the law killing rattlesnakes!"

19

"Where's your sense?"

22

7

"People don't respect the ecological balance.
I get so mad! It's not our job to wipe out the
other species ...

22

6

" ... work and school both. I work at the zoo
hospital now."

23

5

'Tm being kind of nasty."

28

5

They needed to be alone together, then maybe
they could kiss and make up.

37

2

Amy's heart sank when she went down to
check on Ben. What he showed her was a
bumper crop of blisters. "Oh Ben," she said,
"why didn't you tell me?"

37

2

"Don't wmTy. I'll get you all fixed up. By
morning you'll be ready to go again."

38

7

If he wanted to go on, it would have been
without Ben and her and there'd have been
another fight.

39

2

Amy went back to cutting cheese into her
spaghetti sauce.

45

7

Amy the conservationist insisted on
keeping their campfire small, feeding it with
just enough d1iftwood to keep flames dancing
over the coals.

53

7

Sometimes alone and thinking, she tried
seeing her life from the other end, the
perspective she'd have at ninety rather than
nineteen. By then she'd have some answers.

53

5

Looking back now, however, she was struck
mostly by the dizzying number of years she'd
be a manied woman - how few she'd been a
girl.
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56

2

"Where's Ben?" Amy asked first thing.

56

2

"I'd better to up there" Amy said. "Rick
give me the light. Or do you want to go?"

58

2

"And make Ben hurry! He'll fool around if
you let him."

61

3

She lunged forward to pull up the slack and
felt the enormous power of the river that was
pounding his body, felt the throbbing right
through the rope.

62

3

The current tore at her legs, but she willed
herself to reach him, willed her arms to grow
longer, longer.

76

7

Amy had thought it was the end. Now,
though sick with g1ief, she tried to be
thankful for what seemed a miracle. Five of
them were still alive.

78

2

Amy's mouth tasted like metal, but she
reached over and started rubbing Neale's
arms and hands.

80

2

Amy was holding a Sie1Ta cup to Neale's
mouth. "Take it slow so you won't get
burned."

82

7

She had to stop blaming Rick. Did she think
she'd have made it to the cave? Somehow
she would have made it even though he
couldn't."

84

7

"Ben! Oh please God."

85

3

Amy grasped the rope with one hand, Rick
with the other, and pushed into the cliff with
all her might.

100

7

How could he be so insensitive?

100

5

Rick especially grated on her. How could
she marry someone who go on her nerves so
much?

102

7

What made her so selfish? She wasn't the
only one who had suffered.

106

4

She was developing an adult relationship
with Audrey.

105
She dug in her pole and pulled her legs
through the cun-ent, oblivious to the cold, to
the weakness in her knees, to the tears
streaming down her face.

108

3

110

2

Amy nearly toppled him with a hug.

111

3

Amy was braced and feeding out line.

114

2

"Honest Ben?' Amy grabbed him. 'Tm so
proud of you. Really, did you hold Clyde up
in that tree by yourself?"

116

2

"Here," Amy urged, "let me pull off those
jeans."

118

2

Amy got up and covered Ben with a sheet of
plastic, tucking it in all around him.

119

2

Audrey and Amy had laid things out earlier.

133

1

Gary was a fraternity brother of Rick's, one
of her fav01ite people.

134

1

She had her arms around him in a second.

144

5

It was scary to unde1take a lifetime hike with
a guy you suddenly didn't know very well.

146

5

"How do you like being married?" "You
know what I mean - being a family man and
all."

146

5

"I don't know if I'm going to feel that
way ... ahout Rick and me. Being down here,
having all this happen, I feel as if - how can I
say it?- I feel as if I want to do more with my
life."

146

2

"I love kids, don't get me wrong, and taking
care of my babies at the zoo just gets my
mother honnones screaming sometimes,
hut... "

147

5

"I love Rick. I just don't know if we' re you
know, heading the same direction."

148

5

Two halves, the same apple. It could never
he that simple for her.

163

2

Amy helped Ben climb the forty or so feet
into the wooded gully.
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171

5

Amy left the fire to go meet Rick,
wonde1ing- uneasily - if he had any idea at all
about what was going on inside her head.
Sooner or later they'd have to talk, but not
here.

172

5

Why was he so easy to love?

174

7

She shook four fingers in Rick's face. "You
ate two and were saving two. Even ... a pack
rat ... thinks about its family."

175

7

She wanted to die, she was so ashamed of
Rick.

175

5

She also wanted to die for what she'd done to
him.

177

7

"It doesn't matter anymore, don't you
see? It was a very human thing to do, and I
should never have attacked you that way. I
haven't slept a wink woITying about it!"

178

5

It had taken an all-night vigil in the
inhospitable Zion Nmrnws, but for the first
time in their two-year relationship, Amy
knew her own mind.

183

1

"You Okay?" Amy asked Clyde. They'd
switched buddies at Big Springs and she was
taking a tum with him.

184

1

"Will you give me your address when we get
out?"

186

1

Amy's eyes glistened when she said, "Clyde,
you're something. I mean it. There's a girl
out there who's going to be so lucky some
day."

186

3

Amy even took a turn with Ben on her back.

195

4

"I bet those fourth graders at school love
you. I wish I had more teachers like you. "

196

5

The wedding! What was she going to do?

196

4

Audrey and Amy walked on, holding tight to
each other's hands.

196

5

"You've been envying us?" It was Amy's
tum to be startled. "This whole time I've
been thinking I want a marriage like
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Audrey's. I want to feel the way you two do
about each other. "

197

5

"I can't man-y Rick simply out of being with
him ... and because we tum each other on. I
want more than that. Am I making any
sense?"

197

7

"Oh dear! I'm so soITy Audrey. My
problems are nothing."

199

5

''I'm not sure Rick and I see the world the
same way ... Or value the same things."

200

5

I don't have those kinds of family feelings
for Rick and I think I should if we're going
to man-y."

200

7

"I sure with things were different for you and
Steve," Amy replied. He's so neat. Will he
wait?"

201

2

Amy made him take a Tylenol.

206

1

She felt even worse inside, knowing this
might also be her last hike with Rick. She
g1ipped his hand, hoping they could still be
friends, but knowing a casual relationship
might not be possible any more.

206

7

Amy sighed for the hundredth time. Having
been raised in a family where breaking a
promise was more than a misdemeanor. She
didn't know how in the world she was going
to explain herself to anyone.

209

1

"I'm right here," she c1ied, rushing up and
grabbing his hand. "Oh, Clyde, you're
going to be okay, I know your are---my first
real-life hero, I'll never forget you."

209

1

Amy looked around until she saw Rick and
then waited for him.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Don't Look Behind You
AUTHOR Lois Duncan
MAIN CHARACTER April Corrigan
AGE 17 GENDER Female
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

2

1

There was something about Steve Chandler's
g1in that was contagious.

4

1

Steve kissed her good morning.

5

1

"Imagine if you and I were apait that long."

8

1

"my tennis paitner"

2

1

"my best fiiend, Sherry Blaugrand"

33

3

I was out on the balcony trying to get a start
on my summer tan.

34

1

I have to be there for graduation paities.

34

4

"We're stuck here for life!"

36

1

She wrote a letter to Steve.

37

4

Mailing the letter even though she was told
not to.

38

1

She envisioned Steve receiving the letter.

51

1

"I won't leave Steve!"

62

3

I've been growing my hair for years.

76

3

It had been two months since I'd had a
chance for exercise and every muscle in my
body was screaming for action.

78

1

She became f1iends with Kim and Larry.

91

1

Opposite of peer approval.. .. Larry .

110

1

She felt badly ahout Steve and her best f1iend
dating.

112

1

She went to a party with Lan-y.

117

6

"This is the year I have to apply to Duke."

120

4

"So, although I would have liked to have
acted more honorably, I would have to put
my plan into effect without my parents'
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consent."

122

7

How could I deceive somebody who trusted
me so totally?

127

1

I threw myself into his outstretched arms.

130

1

She was talking about her best friends dating.

135

7

"You are right. I have to go back. I don't
have a choice."

176

1

It was Decem her when I first saw the boy at
the shopping mall.

177

6

I now have a job - my first one ever.
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TITLE Of BOOK
Whispers From the Dead
AUTHOR Joan Lowry Nixon
MAIN CHARACTER Sarah Darnell
AGE 16 GENDER Female
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

2

1

Sarah going to lake with friends.

3

1

The thought of falling a little bit in love with
Andy was an attractive thought.

9

1

She rushed to tell Marcia that they were
moving. She cried.

19

1

My throat ached. I missed my friends.

20

I

She met a f1iend, Dee Dee.

46

1

Talking about a hoy she's like to meet.

60

1

Meeting Tony and Elie for dinner.

67

I

She could feel herself melting into Tony's
smile.

70

1

Tony gave her shivers.

72

I

This wasn't a crush.

75

I

Tony slipped from my conscious thoughts
and into my dreams.

78

8

Awfully mad at your mother.

84

7

"This is a personal letter - I don't think that
we should read it."

90

4

"Mom, I have to he independent."

102

1

The mail came, but no letter from Marcie.

104

1

Tony came over, held hands.

108

7

"Tony, are you threatening me?"

115-116

8

She called the police to investigate what she
thought was an intruder.

127

8

She talked to the officer about the Adam Hall
case.

139

1

Tony gave her a kiss on the lips.

111
She said yes to Tony's wanting to help her.

147

1

156

1

Tony kissed her and she responded like never
before.

160

7

"You lied to me and I trusted you."

162

1

You are a real friend to Dee Dee.

164

8

Talking to officer Hardiman and getting a
picture of Adam.

180

1

"I'm going to call Dee Dee."

112

TITLE Of BOOK
Say Good night Gracie
AUTHOR Julie Reece Deaver
MAIN CHARACTER
Morgan
AGE 17

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

3

1

There are f1iends, I think, we can't imagine
living without. People who are sisters to us,
or brothers, Jimmy was one of those.

4

1

When I think about it now, I realize that
Jimmy and I started out our lives as friends.

5

1

Other pictures, carefully labeled by our
mothers, show the evolution of our
friendship.

5

1

We never looked at each other as the objects
of romantic love. I liked it that was.
did
Jimmy.

6

1

Three times a week after school Jimmy and I
caught the 3:25 into the city. Jimmy went to
a dance class in the Loop, and I went to an
acting workshop at Second City, which is an
improvisational theater in the Old Town
section of Chicago.

25

1

Jimmy and I ditched school for his audition.

27

1

"We have friends," I said. "Well, maybe not
close friends. But it's more impmtant to
have one good f1iend than it is to have a
bunch of friends who don't mean
anything ..... "

40

1

He had been a day-to-day part of my life for
as long far back as I could remember. It was
going to feel very strange without him
around."

45

1

I really felt like Jimmy had done one heck of
a job beating me up from the inside out. He
knew what he was doing all tight. He
wanted to hurt me.

47

1

We had a pretty good thing going and he
screwed it up.

50

1

I knew Jimmy had been trying to tell me in a
hundred different ways how sorry he was,
but I wasn't ready to be f1iends again.

So

113
After my aunt had gone, I thought a little
about calling Jimmy and trying to patch
things up, but then I decided it was too soon.

54

1

59

3

I stepped into the teddy my aunt had gotten
me. It was white and silky with lacy cutouts
on it. Wearing it made me feel like a sexy
person.

64

1

"Sometimes I think ... sometimes I worry that,
you know, the older we get, the more we pull
away from each other."

65

1

" I guess our friendship's stronger than I
thought."

68

1

"I love Jimmy, but Mrs. Woolf, your son is
way too flaky to man·y."

76

1

"We're old friends too, but I don't go around
kissing you all of the time."

77

1

"Maybe I've had you to myself for so long,
I'm just not willing to share you with
anyone."

93

1

"I guess after seventeen years there isn't
much we don't know about each other."

94

1

"I don't know what I would've done if you
hadn't been there. Sometimes it seems like
you've been rescuing me from one thing or
another all of our lives ... "

100

1

"I want a Christmas kiss," I said, "And I
want it now."

102

1

"That's what I like about you
Jimmy ... Everything."

106

1

"He's just a friend. My best f1iend, really."

116

1

Damn you, Jimmy, I thought. Where are
you and your lousy jokes when I need you.

129

7

Jimmy wasn't religious, and neither am I.

172

1

Jimmy was the one I could have talked to.

178

1

I wonder if we would have d1ifted apart?

182

1

"I didn't forget," I said. I handed her the
flowers. I've hecn thinking about him all

114
day. It's hard for me, because we always
celebrated our birthday's together.

186

1

Jody was waiting for me by my locker Friday
afternoon after fourth period.

188

6

"So Did I?" (think I was going to be an
actress.)

189

1

Side by side we swung, like little kids do,
our legs pumping.

209

1

My best fiiend had been killed and the
sadness was there ...

115

TITLE Of BOOK
The Face on the Milk Carton
AUTHOR Caroline Cooney
MAIN CHARACTER Jane Johnson
AGE 16 GENDER Female
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

2

3

Janie's hair was fabulous.

3

1

Janie had never had a boyf1iend.

4

5

"She dreamed of her own future family."

7

1

"No boy will ask me out - not even next door
neighbor - besides my parents wouldn't even
let me go to the shopping mall."

7

3

Janie hated being a late bloomer. She had
grown later and grown less.

37

3

She peeled the gown up and over her head
and stared at herself. She liked her body.

47

1

The kiss with Reeve was long. She started
the next kiss.

49

1

"The football game .. .I'll be with Reeve all
day."

59

1

She fed him the cake - bite by bite - his lips
and tongue touched her fingers with every
bite. Neither of them saw the second half of
the game.

70

7

"How can I have a mother or father or both
that I don't miss? Am I some kind of
monster.?"

76

1

"Dave was interested in her INTERESTED .. .That world of dating and
movies and back seats of cars."

85

7

Snatching children - to actually think that
mommy and daddy actually snatched me.

89

7

Hannah what did you do to them? How
could you have thrown them away like
yesterday's paper - your own mother and
father - who tiied so hard to give you
everything - to get you hack.

96

7

She was thinking that her parents may have
actually kidnapped her.

116
She wondered if her parents had really given
thought to kidnapping her.

100

7

105

7

I am a bad daughter - a good daughter would
have noticed that she was being kidnapped.

116

5

They stopped at a motel - She wanted to go in
- She couldn't. They would some day and it
wouldn't be like this.

121

7

Those people in New Jersey are just people
in New Jersey. I don't want them and I don't
care about them. I am sorry Mommy. I'm
sorry Daddy.

128

1

She blew Reeve a kiss. He blew her one
back.

134

7

Looking at the newspaper of the people in
New Jersey ... "They mustn't become real.
Mother and Daddy are real. I don't want
New Jersey to he real."

144

1

She was not sure if he meant thinking of
Janie or thinking about sex with Janie.

172

7

"I am a scuz - tossing out my family like last
week's newspaper."

181

7

"You pray for Hannah. You never said you
believe in God."

117

TITLE Of BOOK
Sex Education
AUTHOR Jenny Davis
MAIN CHARACTER Olivia Sinclair AGE 16

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

3

4

Hirsch tells both of my parent.;; to leave me
alone for now and I'm grateful for that.

7

1

She meets David Sinclair in her new school.

9

1

I wanted him to look at me like that.

12

1

That's how it staited between us. That's
exactly how. I liked him and he liked me
too. Right away.

13

1

I hadn't planned on finding David my first
day at school and falling in love.

15

1

We weren't friends exactly, but I liked her.

23

1

I thought it would be great if David called
me.

24

1

David walked her home.

26

1

"I've always had f1iends but no one very
close."

30

1

Had a first date with David.

32

1

I was full too of David and the fun of
working with him and being partners with
him.

34

1

That day we held hands for the first time.

35

1

They walked in the dusk, making jokes,
holding hands.

36

1

People recognized us as a couple.

37

3

It was impossible to look in the miITor and
not c1iticize what I saw .... blond frizzy hair,
fat lips, one breast bigger than the other, pad
of fat on lower abdomen, thighs fat...

45

4

We were finally able to leave my parents.

47

4

I hate it when my mother barges in my room
and looks through my drawers.

118
As David talked about Ma1ie, I realized that
she and David shared something that Mom
and I never have. They were friends. He
admired her.

49

4

50

1

David and I are good together.

58

7

We set aside some time each day to think
about them in a eating way. For David
caring was alot like praying, but since I had
never prayed I really didn't know what he
meant.

60

5

I'd understand what he'd been thinking if I
were his wife.

72

7

They went to visit Maggie to care for her.

81

7

Maggie Parker became real for us that day.
We considered ourselves valuable friends.
We felt protective of her and took care of her
like she was our little sister.

93

7

She needed us and David and I had an excess
of good will of love.

95

1

The first time we kissed was in November. I
wanted him and he, I.

108

7

David and Maiie both believed in God and
seemed to get comfort from that in a way I
never really understood. I'm grateful that
neither pushed me about religion or even
implied there was anything wrong with me
for not having a belief - one way or another.

118

5

I wanted to have sex with him but that was
only pa11 of it. I wanted to marry him, have
babies with him and grow old with him.

129

1

We wanted to make love.

135

7

Livvie had to get Maggie out of there. Mr.
Parker was beating her. "Nobody has the
right to do this to you."

142

7

I don't know how she can stand to talk to
God. I couldn't.
Who is God to ainnge a world where David
dies and Mr. Parker walks the streets."

119

TITLE Of BOOK
The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle
AUTHOR Avi
MAIN CHARACTER Charlotte Doyle
AGE 13
GENDER Female
PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

2

1

I had looked forward more than anything to
meeting the lovely children of the two
families known to my families to be my
guardians during the t1ip.

11

1

I stood my place, more than ever wanting to
get aboard and meet the delightful children
who would be my traveling companions.

14

7

But that would be all men, Mr. Grummage!
And .. .I am a girl. It would be wrong.

25

7

I was where no proper young lady should be.

30

7

My Father would not want me on this ship
and in this company.

31

7

Sir, I shouldn't he here.

35

8

"And presidents," I added, loyal American
that I am.

37

8

"I am an American, Mr. Zachariah."

73

7

I was caught in embam1ssment that I should
be eaves dropping where I hardly belonged.

96

4

I flicked the whip across the captain's face.

97

7

I had been educated to the belief that when I
was wrong, it was my responsibility, mine
alone to admit my fault and make amends. I
must beg the captain's forgiveness no matter
how distasteful ....

105

7

I fell on my knees to pray for forgiveness.

120

4

I won't. I'm no longer a passenger - I'm
with them.

121

2

I think I know my Father - He would
approve of my reasons.

121

4

I don't care what you do.

129

4

"Coward - fraud", I screamed at him. "I' 11
go right to the courts!

120

TITLE Of BOOK
Canyons
AUTHOR Gary Paulsen
MAIN CHARACTER Brennan Cole

AGE 15

GENDER Male

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

10

6

Brennan did not make much but he fed
himself and bought clothes for school and
special shoes.

10

4

The two of them (Brennan and his Mother)
existed in a kind of quiet tolerance.

11

4

Nothing took him down, except being at
home.

22

6

He needed the money. His mother had told
him she couldn't afford to help him with his
school clothes as much as she'd thought she
would.

23

1

He had no close f1iends, no girl - just
himself.

23

1

Last year he had been close to a boy named
Carl and he guessed Carl had been his best
friend.

26

4

Now it was so nothing. He and his mother
just spent all their time in the house getting
along.

39

7

God, he thought - that was the aitist. What
was God trying with this?

50

4

She (his mother) laughed and he'd never felt
closer to her.

92

8

He had a guilty conscience that came of not
calling the police or telling his mother.

105

4

A sort of f1iendship had developed between
Brennan and his biology teacher.

108

4

But the f1iendship was still there and the
feeling that Homesley was perhaps the only
person who could help him with this skull
business.

113

8

"It's not...my ... mind. Sometimes I don't
want to keep the skull but a thing takes over
my thinking and I can't do it. Can't contact
the police."

121

127

5

Why didn't my mother meet this man and
have me and he would be my father and ...

136

7

Violence was the way of it the engine that
seemed to drive the West wa'i violence.

147

7

He's lying, Brennan thought.

149

7

I have to take him back - back to where he is
supposed to be.

155

8

He could see the police coming in and the
questions they would ask and what they
could have to do take the skull.

155

7

He must take Coyote Runs home.

155

8

Great, he thought, just great. Now I'm
running from the police. I haven't done
anything wrong and I'm running from the
police.

167

7

Then he felt like a snot - here all these people
just cared about him, were woITied about
him. And he was treating them like they
were enemies. Well, he thought enough of
this. He wouldn't let his mother worry. He
stood up.

169

7

"I didn't want any of this," he said. "Not for
you to woITy - none of it."

122

TITLE Of BOOK
Secret Silent Screams
AUTHOR Joan Lowry Nixon
MAIN CHARACTER Marti Lewis
AGE 18

GENDER Female

PAGE#

TASK#

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

2

8

I need to talk to a police officer.

6

1

Barry Logan is - was - my best friend.

6

7

The police said he committed suicide and
everyone believes it, but I know Barry
didn't kill himself.

6

1

"Ban-y and I have been good f1iends since
sixth grade."

7

8

"I want to do this the right way. I want you
to really listen to me." (Talking to Office
Prescott)

7

7

"It's important to me for people to know the
truth because Ban-y was my f1iend."

8

1

Then you know when you really care about
someone you begin to learn how he thinks
and feels until its; almost like you were
thinking and feeling with him.

11

7

"BaITy wouldn't have written that. It's not
the way he talked or thought."

12

7

"He couldn't! He wouldn't have shot
himself like that! BaITy was left-handed!"

15

7

'Tm sorry about Barry." Marti whispered.
"He was one of my best friends. I miss him
tenibly."

16

7

"Barry didn't commit suicide."

16

8

"I went to the police this afternoon and told
them."

16

8

I hoped the police could find out what really
happened to BaITy. I know he didn't kill
himself.

16

7

But wouldn't you rather know that Barry
didn't take is own life?

16

8

He didn't. If someone would just listen to
me.

123
17

7

I know Ban-y didn't commit suicide.

17

7

"I didn't mean to hurt you. I'm sorry. I
though you'd believe as I do, that Ban-y
wouldn't give up. He knew there was so
much to live for. He wouldn't have."

17

7

She had made everything worse for the
Logans, and she hadn't meant to. Why
wouldn't anyone believe her?

18

7

Every time you remember BmTy, do you
want to think of him as someone who took
his own life and hurt everybody who loved
him.

20

1

She had known Barry even better than she
knew Kim. He'd been an everyday patt of
her life. They shared, they fought, they
confided in each other.

20

1

She knew BaITy even better than she knew
Kim.

20

1

If anyone would understand and listen it
would be Kim.

21

7

"But you don't believe me."

23

7

Maiti dug her fingernails into the palms of
her hands, concentrating on the pain,
refusing to listen to What was being said.

23

4

"No! It's not true! It's a lie!"

24

4

"BaiTy didn't kill himself! He didn't! He
was murdered."

25

7

Miss Abrams would be like everyone else.
She wouldn't believe her either.

26

7

But I won't give up she promised herself.

28

7

"I don't do drugs, I'm not stupid."

28

7

"No, BaITy didn't do drugs either."

28

7

"I know I sounded off in assembly when I
shouldn't have, but what I say is true. Ban-y
didn't commit suicide."

28

7

"Please listen to me," she begged.
"Someone has to listen."

124

29

4

"Forget all of the rules and tables in your
psychology books. I'm talking about a
person, not a case. I know Ban-y didn't kill
himself."

29

8

"I know that Barry didn't kill himself. I'm
trying to do something to prove it."

29

7

"Ban-y had no reason to kill himself. Don't
you understand?"

29

7

"People who kill themselves are depressed.
They can't take it anymore. They don't have
any hope left. Isn't that 1ight? Bairy didn't
have any of those reasons."

31

4

"But I don't want to talk to him."

32

1

She headed toward her locker, Kim at her
side.

34

7

He could have gone to Barry's funeral. He
could have given Barry that much.

42

7

"I don't mean to be rude. I guess I don't
stop and think."

48

8

Marti was answe,ing the investigator's
questions concerning Barry's death.

50

2

Marti returned to the kitchen and pulled a
package of chicken breasts from the meat
drawer of the refiigerator. (She was going to
fix dinner.)

54

2

She prepared the ,ice.

57

7

"You'll have to understand that I'm not
wrong about Ban-y, he didn't kill himself."

59

1

"Maybe." Marti answered. Relenting as she
saw the hurt expression on Kim's face, she
tried to smile and said, ''I'd like to come. I'll
see how everything goes."

59

1

"The two of you were his best friends, part
of the Cuatros.

59

7

"Don't you think it's worse that Dr. Emery is
going to use Ban-y as an example?"

60

7

"I have to believe what the police and the
Coroner say."

125
"You're not going to change my mind."
Speaking to Dr. Emery ... "You can't make
Ban-y an example."

61

7

64

4

64

7

"Dr. Emery, if you want to go after Flesh,
I'll support you. Their stuff is junk.
Sickening junk."

65

7

"It's not fair of you to talk about Barry's
suicide when he didn't kill himself."

66

4&7

"Dr. Emery, I thought I made it clear that I
don't like Flesh's music and neither did
Ban-y."

72

8

Marti called the police station to talk to Karen
after she'd noticed that Ban-y' s room had
been ransacked.

77

8

Ma1ti told the police about the Cuatros.

79

7

"But they had to tell the truth."

81

4

"Partner, Karen had called her."

83

1

"I don't know why you mistrust me, and I
don't want you to, so I'm going to be very
open with you and tell you what I know."

84

7

"I keep telling you he did not kill himself."

86

7

"They were under oath. They couldn't lie."

87

7

"He's dealing with suicides. Barry's death
was not a suicide."

88

2

"I didn't know how late it was, I haven't
stmted dinner."

88

1

"Oh no! I forgot about Kim."

89

8

I told the police that Ban-y didn't commit
suicide."

89

7

Ba!Ty was murdered. I know it.

90

7

I don't believe him Marti thought. He is
lying to protect his brother.

90

1

She called Kim.

92

3

Marti was faster. She scooped up most of
them and whirled out his reach.

126
97

7

"What did Charlie tell you to do with those
pictures?"

97

8

She telephoned Karen to tell her what she had
found.

100

8

She handed the envelope to the officer.

101

7

"I've been truthful with both of you and you
haven't been with me. What's this all about?
Why won't they tell me?"

104

7

"Did you have something to do with Barry's
death? Why are you trying so hard to cover
up the gun?"

106

7

"How could you have been so dumb as to
give your money to that stranger?"

110

8

"Maybe it would be a good idea if you told
the police what you've told me and what you
are going to tell me tornmrnw."

112

7

"How can you possibly think that Barry
killed himself?"

113

1

"Karen, this is my best friend, Kirn
Roberts."

113

8

Ma1ti talks to officer Prescott about the
investigation.

116

7

"The only pa1t that I'm denying is that Barry
took his own life."

117

4

"You're wrong about Barry and I'm trying to
prove it."

117

7

"I just want you to stop using Ban-y' s death
as an example of a teen suicide. Don't you
want the truth? "

118

4

"Your data will be wrong, I promise you I'm
going to prove it."

119

8

"If you don't mind coming with me," she
said, "I think there's someone you'd better
talk to."

123

1

128

8

When Karen was easygoing and fliendly
Marti began to think of her as a friend.
"You agree with me that Barry was

127
murdered." (Marti talking to Officer
Prescott.)
"I think maybe I was in love with Barry."
She said. "I trusted him. I believed in him. I
was happy when I was with him. Is that
what love is?"

130

1

131

2

"I'm making frozen dinners tonight, and I
can put one in the microwave for you right
now."

131

2

Matti served Karen a steaming hot dinner.

131

4

She was talking to Karen about love.

132

5

"A big part of love is trust, isn't it?"

132

4

She felt comfortable with Karen and liked
her.

132

2

She put the dishes in the dishwasher.

133

7

"No, No, No, you're not being fair to Barry.

134

8

With Karen's help she'd have to keep trying
to find Barry's murderer.

136

2

She had fixed dinner.

138

4

She wondered what her parents wanted to do
with their lives, what wishes and yearnings
they had, what they thought about.

143

1

Kids are more likely to talk about their
problems with their friends. Kids are the
ones who really know one another and know
if a friend is having real problems.

145

8

"Barry Logan was my f1iend. If Barry had
thought about committing suicide, I would
have known it.. .. He didn't kill himself.

145

4

"Barry Logan was my friend. If Barry had
thought about committing suicide, I would
have known it.. .. He didn't kill himself.

150

8

Talking to Officer Prescott about the case.

153

4

"Never!" ''I'm outside your parameter too."
She hung up the telephone.

154

7

He's just trying to use me.

128

155

3

With all her strength, Maiti swung her
shoulder bag into the microphone, knocking
it to the ground. She shoved.Mr. Grant as he
bent to retrieve it, elbowed and pushed
through the crowd that had gathered.

157

4

It's OK. It's Karen Prescott, she's a f1iend
of mine.

162

1

"Let's go to the mall. Have you got your
car?"

162

7

Not until I've found the answers.

166

8

"We've got to warn Tony. Karen has to
protect him."

166

8

I have to talk to Charlie and Tony right after
class, both of them.

168

1

'Tm going to meet Kim. I promised to go to
the mall with her.

170

8

Marti called Officer Prescott.

172

1

Matti and Kim were talking about the
situation.

175

8

She had to reach the police.

175

3

Marti made a dash for the phone.

176

3

Marti scrambled to her feet and grabbed the
large brass table lamp, jerking its cord from
the wall, holding it out as a shield.

176

7

"Listen to me Emmet," Matti said, trying to
keep her voice steady, "No matter how angry
you feel, killing doesn't do any good."

177

3

She leaped forward, whacking at the poker
with the solid end of the lamp.

177

3

She stomped with her heel of her shoe on the
top of his foot, bringing it down as hard as
she could.

178

3

She pulled against him with such force that
when he suddenly released her she flew
forward, falling against one of the chairs and
landing face down on the floor.

179

7

"I didn't want to hurt Emmet," Maiti

129

whispered. "But he was trying to kill me I
had to stop him."

180

2

Dinner will be late.

180

8

"I've got to fill out some repmts and make a
statement."

180

7

"It's over now." Barry she thought. "I made
it come out all right for you."

180

4

(Talking to Karen) ...."Does anyone ever
listen?"

